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our kind of people

He expects everybody to
beat their personal best.
Especially himself.

Scott Thornton played in the NHL for 18 years.
He’s earned the right to kick back. Instead, he
does insane workouts six days a week then
relaxes by doing a triathlon on the seventh.
Scott’s ambition is to better his personal best
at whatever he does. That rubs oﬀ on both the
elite athletes and the regular folks who push
themselves past their limits at CrossFit Indestri,
Scott’s gym in Collingwood.
At Creemore Springs we also demand a lot of
ourselves. We expect every batch of beer to live
up to the standard we set 25 years ago-a standard
that has made our Premium Lager one of a kind.
Fire brewed in a copper kettle using only four all
natural ingredients, Creemore Springs is Scott’s
beer of choice. With his high expectations, he’s
not about to drink anything less.

Creemore Springs. It’s Just Diﬀerent Up Here.

Trusted, Experience and Connected.We sell
Blue Mountain,The Village...and Beyond
Ellen & Maggi*
The Professional Real EstateTeam
Ellen Jarman and Maggi Olson have been helping
families successfully buy and sell homes since 1999.
Their slogan: Trusted, Experienced, Connected speaks to the
attitude of caring, professionalism and old-fashioned hard
work needed to establish rich, long-term relationships.
From a desire to share their own, personal relocation
experiences, Ellen and Maggi derive great pleasure in
helping families discover their lifestyle dreams.
Whether a home at Blue Mountain Village, on the Mountain,
in Collingwood, Thornbury or beyond; be it a property with
rental potential, a condo, cottage, chalet or a single-family
home, sale and purchase opportunities are custom-suited to
the great variety of clients they serve.
If you haven’t visited BuyBlue.ca come see what you’ve
been missing.

NOW SELLING! Condominiums in
Admiral Collingwood Place. Discover
the excitement of Downtown Living.
Contact Ellen or Maggi.

BuyBlue.ca
Ellen* 705 441.2630
ellen@ellenjarman.com
Maggi* 705 444.3342
maggi@maggiolson.com
Visit BuyBlue.ca to view
listings in our expanded 32
page real estate magazine

ELLEN JARMAN*

MAGGI OLSON*
*Sales Representatives

Chestnut Park Real Estate Limited, Brokerage, 393 First Street, Collingwood • 705 445.5454
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And we have begun to sell the
most refreshing collection of homes
Blue Mountain has ever seen.

Discover the incredible attention
to detail that has been poured
into Windfall by a talented team
of planners, architects, designers
and a developer with blue ribbon
credentials. Visit Village Realty
next to Starbucks in Blue Mountain
village, call 705.445.0440 or
go to windfallatblue.com to
become a resident of Windfall
whose pleasing style is rooted
in the cottages and cabins of
early Georgian Bay.
ContaCt us foR attRaCtiVe
eaRly PuRChase inCentiVes.
HOUSE TYPE 4 OF 8

3 Offices
1 Goal

Personal | Professional | Progressive
Real Estate Services

Explore with us

™

See more of our listings online at

www.locationsnorth.com

MEAFORD

COLLINGWOOD

THORNBURY

96 Sykes Street North (Hwy 26)
Meaford

330 First Street (Hwy 26)
Collingwood

27 Arthur Street West (Hwy 26)
Thornbury

519-538-5755

705-445-5520

519-599-2136

FEATURE LISTING

™

STUNNING VIEW!
Perfect for entertaining, large
gathering spaces, 6 bedrooms, 5 baths,
on 6.6 Acres.

Listed at $1,499,000
MLS® 20122619
Call Steve Simon* 705-994-2353

GOLF COMMUNITY

BLUE MOUNTAIN

Call Vel Ivardi** 705-446-8101

Call Paul Martinek* 705-441-4860

3 bdrm + den, double car garage,
1733 sq ft, view over beautiful green
space.
$349,000 MLS® 20121124

7 bdrm, 4bth, walk to Blue Mtn,
ideally set up for short term rentals,
room to expand in basement.
$499,000 MLS® 20122972

DESIGNER’S BACKSPLIT

HOBBY FARM ON 20 ACRES

SPECTACULAR VIEWS

GEORGIAN WOODLANDS

Call Jim McCallum* 519-379-2804

Call Rod MacAlpine* 519-372-7737

Call Matthew Lidbetter* 705 443 7250

Call Ian Hawkins** 705-446-5136

Across from Georgian Bay.
Landscaped gardens, interior
hardwood & granite.
$355,000 MLS® 20122007

Renovated red brick with newer
addition, barn, 4 car garage with loft
and more.
$475,000 MLS® 20121752

Exceptional value for this well
maintained 4 Bedroom home with
enormous basement Family Room.
$449,500 MLS® 20122796

7 Bedroom, 5 bath Chalet, 5 Minutes
from Craigleith and Alpine Ski
Clubs.
$699,000 MLS® 20120820

™

COUNTRY RETREAT

ON THE LORA BAY GC

WICKED WATERFRONT

THE BLUE MOUNTAINS

Call Greg Weeks* 705-606-0183

Call Doug Lindsay* 705-441-0850

Call Des von Teichman*** 705-444-7063

Call Andres Paara** 705-441-3245

Charming century brick farm house.
4,435sq ft on just under 19 acres.
A must see!
$579,000 MLS® 20122842

* Sales Representative
** Broker
*** Broker of Record

Three bedroom, four bath executive
home on 11th fairway of The Lora
Bay GC.
$765,000 MLS® 20122494

Stunning value, 170 ft of pristine
Georgian Bay. Executive home on
2+ acres.
$799,000 MLS® 20122006

Steps to Georgian Bay waterfront,
Enjoy this wonderful home four
seasons a year.
$299,000 MLS® 20122894

Not intended to solicit properties currently listed for sale.
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live
Can’t decide which festivals you need to see this
summer? We’ve got all the listings for the hot
places to be.

steve rogers PHOTO

Coast
Mountains
Open Water
Never heard of The Bustards? Neither had we
until we paddled our way out there last summer.
It’s a long way from anywhere, but that’s exactly
why you should go.
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Mountain Life also publishes
the Coast Mountains edition of
the magazine. If you’re dreaming of a trip to Whistler and
the West Coast, our sister site
has all the best local knowledge for the trip of a lifetime.
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viable management of the world’s forests.

Moms take notice:
there’s something
for you too.
COLLINGWOOD
152 Jozo Weider Boulevard, #5
Village at Blue
705-444-0707
TORONTO
2648 Yonge Street
416-486-4141

www.hatleystore.com

fieldnotes

Share the Trail
Pulling into the parking lot on a Wednesday
afternoon, there was only one car. And
when I saw the stickers I knew exactly who
it was: a friend I recently introduced to the
trails. He rocks a fully-rigid Gary Fisher
Tequila circa 1997, complete with barends
and cantilever brakes, but he doesn’t care.
Nor should he. He’s having a blast.
My local cross-country mountain bike
trails are the best in Ontario. I’m sure of
it. They’ve got flowing sections, technical
sections, hill climbs, downhills and everything in between. I’m addicted to them.
As I put on my helmet and pressed
play on the iPod, I took off down the
smooth singletrack, slipping into something akin to meditation. I always do here.
	Recently I’ve noticed the appearance
of cheat lines: new trails developing
to circumnavigate particularly difficult
sections. My first response to them was
anger: if you can’t ride the trail properly,
then walk it. If you don’t like the technical trails, don’t ride them. I blamed the
newbies: guys and gals who have just
discovered this gem. I rode the original
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trails stubbornly ignoring the cheat lines
and silently scolding any who rode them.
	Rounding an early bend, as muscle
memory took over and my brain began to
relax and weave trails of its own, to my
surprise, before I even knew what was
happening, I took a cheat line. I couldn’t
believe it. For the rest of the ride, my
brain circled and weaved its way through
this conundrum. After all my proselytizing,
how could I do that? For the first time in
ages the solitary meditation of these trails
didn’t bring any answers.
Popping out of the woods an hour
later, I found my friend loading up his
Gary Fisher, a huge smile on his face
and his dog panting relentlessly. He was
ecstatic about the trails.
	Then a minivan pulled up. It honked
and an old friend – someone I only ever
see at these trails – hopped out. He has
shown me endless loops here in the past.
He’d come from Toronto for the afternoon
with two friends. His buddies were newbies
and I told them they were in for a treat.

Even though I wish I could keep these
trails all to myself, I’ve made lasting
friendships here. Yes I could be an a-hole
and assign random, eccentric rules on
how you should ride them, but then I’d
just be another “locals only” jerk scolding
those who don’t do things my way. And
that would deny some of the greatness of
this place: namely that there are no rules
here. There’s no governing body, no staff,
no fee and no waivers to sign.
	So on my next ride, when the parking
lot was full of vehicles, groups disappearing into the woods amongst hoots and
hollers, I tried many of the cheat lines
and discovered that technically, a lot of
them are superior trails. And my meditative
state brought me some answers this time
around: sharing these trails is a good
thing. The more people out here, the better.
Because, as far as I’m concerned, the
more people experiencing the joy these
trails provide, the better off the world is.

– Colin Field

A UNIQUE ENCLAVE
OF 43 ESTATE LOTS AT
THE FOOT OF OSLER BLUFFS

THE BRECKENRIDGE - BY STONE CUSTOM HOMES - OFFERED AT $1,295,000

6 TH STREET

TO COLLINGWOOD

O S L E R S ID
E R OA

D

TO BLUE MTN

•
•
•
•

1.04 to 2.4 Acre Estate Lots
Choose Your Lot
Choose Your Builder
Tennis Courts, Walking Trails, Pond
windrosevalley.com

TO OSLER B
LUFF SKI C
LUB

MODEL HOME NOW OPEN

Corner Sixth Street & Osler Sideroad

LUSH REALTY INC., BROKERAGE
lushrealty.com | info@lushrealty.com | 705.444.7653
See Sales Representaive for more details. E. & O.E. Renderings are artists concept.
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The Issues Issue
B u rt y n s k y a n d t h e B e av e r r i v e r
G a l a pa G o s : s h o u l d y o u G o ?
t h e p r o B l e m s w i t h m o u n ta i n B i k i n G ,
hikinG, mX, kiteBoardinG and sup

the
issues
issue

Fracking
Gasholes
It was a close call! Fortunately I turned to page 24 [ML
Spring 2012] before sipping
my Americano on the patio of
Cafe Chartreuse today: three
seconds later and it would have
come out my nose! Thank you
for never being predictable, you
fracking gasholes!
Shelby Worts

Thank you for letting us
legitimately print the phrase
“fracking gasholes” three more
times! –Ed.

Occupy Talisman
I am buying a beer for whoever
wrote that letter back to Christy
Deere about Talisman! [See ML
Spring 2012, p.20]. We looked
into that option about three
years ago. End result: 5.7
million dollars just to start! You
guys made my day.
Love, Jesse Fulton

Thanks Jesse, I wrote the
response, so I’ll take you up on
that beer. 5.7 million isn’t that
big of a deal for a guy like you,
is it? –Ed.

Mega Hole
Hello to the Mountain Life crew,
I’d like to take this opportunity
to congratulate you on the
most recent issue of Mountain
Life – the Issues Issue. I was
delighted that our Peak to Peak
Escarpment Challenge ad was
included in such an appropriate
20 mountain life
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issue. The whole spring issue
was terrific but there were two
articles that resonated with me
because they captured important aspects of the battle in
which we’ve been engaged.
Well known photographer,
Edward Burtynsky, who studies
the transformation of nature by
industry, commented in a Ned
Morgan interview that, “More
and more I believe that we can’t
rely on government, and we
can’t rely on industry to make
all the right choices. Citizens
have to become engaged…
We can’t expect government
to solve our problems because
the Ministry of the Environment
has been hollowed out, and all
these precious things are at
risk. But it doesn’t mean that
we can’t act...”
	In a second article written
by William Shelley, passionate protector and longtime
advocate for the preservation
of the Niagara Escarpment
Malcolm Kirk was asked if he
believes that over-development
of the Niagara Escarpment is
worsening. Kirk responds that,
“It would be far worse if not for
citizens’ groups.”
When our local government let
us down, turned their backs on
the Niagara Escarpment and
on Clearview’s natural heritage
legacy, and supported the
Walker Aggregates application
[for a quarry near Duntroon],
the Clearview Community
Coalition stepped up. We supported the Niagara Escarpment
Commission in a David-andGoliath contest that has yet to

be resolved even though the
hearing ended nine months
ago. Our presence made a
difference, and we won’t know
how much of a difference until
the final decision is released.
Janet Gillham, Peak to
Peak Organizing Committee
and Clearview Community
Coalition

Thanks for the praise, Janet.
And keep up the good fight.
When it comes to people blowing giant holes into our beloved
Escarpment, we’ve got your
back. Keep us posted on any
developments in the future. –Ed.

Tupperware
Rage
I share mad tupperware rage
with Glen. That drawer gives
me ulcers!
Julie Kaden

We all do Julie, we all do.–Ed.

Trail with an
Exclusive
Mission?
Great story Jack Morgan wrote
on our section of the Bruce
trail, but I have to question the
choice of photo to cover this
story, on page 68 [ML Spring
2012], titled: “Family fun on
the Bruce Trail.”
	Is that a dog I see running
ahead in a blur? Oh, horrors.
If this family with a dog were
members of the Blue Mountains Bruce Trail Club, they
would be told to leave the dog
at home. Yes, that’s a fact.
They don’t want dogs on their
guided walks. In fact, their ad
publicizing the week’s walk in
the Enterprise-Bulletin’s Community Calendar for Spring/
Summer 2011 used to specify
no dogs! I personally withdrew
my Bruce Trail membership precisely because of this reason.
I used to go on these
guided walks with a neighbour
and the most well-behaved
dog on the planet (he’s got

every certification available to
dogs, including being cleared
as a therapy dog for nursing
home visits). She was told to
stop bringing her dog on these
guided walks because some of
the old biddies objected. I’m
a senior citizen so I can say
“old biddies.” The person with
the dog always walked at the
rear of the group, and the dog
never jumped up, or barked,
or did anything else that might
be considered a nuisance.
This neighbour had made a big
donation to the Bruce Trail, and
had a lifetime membership and
still her dog was not welcome.
So, I was very surprised to
see the choice of photo for this
article. You might have shown a
quiet, single file group of plodding seniors who hate dogs.
Sad but true.

Horse Shows Return
to Ontario’s Premier
resort Destination

Cedar Run National
Show Jumping Tournaments

Mirella Taiariol, Craigleith
Dear Editor,
I fully and wholehearted agree
with Jack Morgan that the
Bruce Trail is indeed a big deal,
a wonderful concept, and an
amazing success story. I often
marvel at how lucky we are in
Ontario to have a space to walk
in the woods freely, and that’s
thanks to the organizations and
volunteers who have made this
possible. Morgan is correct
in his assertion that we need
more involvement to secure
more land to truly protect the
resource.
I think the Bruce Trail Conservancy would be well-served
by opening up some (more)
sections to mountain bikers. I
have mentioned this concept
before to BTC members and
have met aghast indignation.
The problem with keeping most
of the trail system off-limits to
mountain bikers is that the BTC
ends up limiting its appeal to
those people who go “hiking”
when they have leisure time.
I’m 34, and there are not too
many outdoorsy people in my
generation (and particularly
younger) who spend their rec-

Cedar Run
Classic
July 4-8

Cedar Run
Tournament
July 11-15

Cedar Run
Blue Mountains
Celebration
August 8-12

Show Highlights:
• $250,000 in prize money
• Wide variety of
• $50,000 Jump Canada Cup Series shopping & food vendors
• $20,000 Canadian
available on-site
Hunter Derby Series
• Fun activities every weekend
• Weekend entertainment
including Fashion Shows,
including live music, theme
Horseless Jumping
nights & more
Competitions for kids & more

Horse Show by day,
Blue Mountain hospitality by night
Visit www.cedarrun.ca for details
summer 2012
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reational time simply “hiking.”
They are more likely to enjoy
a sport involving adrenaline or
a faster-pace (kite-boarding,
whitewater paddling, climbing,
mountain biking, etc.). Hence,
the Bruce Trail holds less value
to them. But if more select
sections of the trail were open
to mountain bikers, suddenly
the trail would be relevant to
a whole new demographic.
Mountain bikers are a group
of people who are enviro-conscious, they are progressive,
and there are a lot of them. I
don’t buy the argument that
today’s lightweight bikes do
any more trail damage than the
sole of a hiking boot. I think
that the BTC would benefit from
an influx in membership of a
whole new user group.
David Loopstra, Clarksburg

Do bikes or well-behaved dogs
ruin the Bruce Trail experience?
Good question. Is the BTC in
danger of excluding so many
user groups the only members
left are “old biddies?” Another
good question. Now pass me
the dog treats, I’m taking my
dog for a mountain bike ride…
wait a minute… Am I allowed to
do that anywhere? –Ed.

Swimming with
Sharks
Dear Ned,
I read your recent article
on Galapagos [ML Spring
2012, p. 56] and was disappointed I did not have an opportunity to speak with you. It
sounds like you were on a
lousy trip and the program that
our Canadian-based company,
ROAM Adventures, offers is a
much different experience. I
also thought it was unusual
that you spoke of the large
groups but chose to use beautiful pictures from our remote
and active itinerary to support
your not-so-flattering article.
Had I the chance to speak
with you I could have explained
that 97 percent of the islands
22 mountain life
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are National Park and only
three percent of the park actually has visitor sites. I would
have been able to explain
that we offer genuinely active
itineraries designed specifically
to mitigate the more crowded
sites. The reality is that less
than 200,000 people visit the
archipelago annually and if you
go with the right tour operators,
there are some amazing wildlife
experiences. Things like swimming with 100 hammerheads at
Genovesa Island, hiking among
marine iguanas at Fernandina
Island without another soul in
sight (except your group of 11)
or even watching sunset as we
sail around the western cape of
Isabela Island with a school of
bottle nosed dolphins.
	Reading your article
reminded me of a piece in the
New York Times that chastised the Ecuadorians about
destroying Galapagos. As I
read it, I thought to myself, “I
wonder how many people visit
the Empire State Building in a
year, or Yosemite, or closer to
home, Banff or Blue Mountain?” All of these sites are well
used but still offer meaningful
experiences to many. Perhaps
the readership of Mountain Life
(and Ecuador for that matter)
would benefit greatly from more
balanced information to match
the spectacular photos?
Sincerely,
Brian McCutcheon
ROAM Adventures Inc.
Rivers Oceans And Mountains
iroamtheworld.com

Dear Brian,
I tried to pay plenty of attention to the National Park guide
program, which in my experience is a very effective one,
but in hindsight I have to agree
that my tour operator skewed
my view of Galapagos tourism.
I wish I’d been able to swim
with hundreds of hammerheads
off Genovesa Island; instead I
swam with hundreds of American tourists. – Ned Morgan
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upfront

Ontario little brown bats with white nose syndrome. LESLEY HALE PHOTO

Apocalypse Bat
Bats should be a welcome presence on warm summer evenings
when they feed. Their diet consists largely of mosquitoes.
But in recent years the bat population has dropped dramatically. In 2010, the Ministry of Natural Resources confirmed cases of a fatal bat-specific ailment dabbed “white nose syndrome”
in several regions of Ontario including the Blue Mountains and
the Bruce Peninsula.

The white nose syndrome is confirmed in five native
species in Ontario: the little brown bat, northern longeared bat, eastern small-footed bat, tri-coloured bat
and big brown bat.
Biologists believe white nose syndrome originated in the transfer
of Geomyces destructans fungus from a cave wall in New York
State into resident bat populations. Since its identification in
2006 it has spread rapidly throughout the Northeast. It proves
fatal to bats in ways not yet fully understood, affecting them
24 mountain life
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during hibernation and depleting their fat layers, among other
symptoms. It is visible on afflicted bats as fuzzy white masses in
the facial area.
	Earlier this year, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service released
a startling figure: between 5.7 million and 6.7 million bats in
Canada and the United States have died from the syndrome.
We asked Peterborough-based MNR Biologist Chris Heydon for
some numbers specific to Ontario but he pointed out that bats
are difficult to keep tabs on. “We can’t compile these kinds of
statistics,” says Heydon over the phone from the MNR Peterborough office. “Many of the bat hibernacula are remote or on private property. We can’t be out there all the time in all the caves
and all the mines, monitoring them. We do know that mortality
rates [for white nose syndrome] are extremely high, over 95
percent. With the little brown bat, we’ve observed 100 percent
mortality rate – complete loss of a hibernaculum.”
	The syndrome is confirmed in five native species in Ontario:
the little brown bat, northern long-eared bat, eastern smallfooted bat, tri-coloured bat and big brown bat. “Some of these
species exist only in small numbers in Ontario but nevertheless,
white nose syndrome is spreading in these populations,” added
Heydon.

With a UHC Performance carbon fiber frame, the ‘women-specific’ ZW5 has
incredible torsional stiffness for quick acceleration and razor-sharp handling.
At the same time, this custom blend of frame materials, built with Felt’s FITWoman geometry, offers comfort and control for a silky smooth ride and reliable
Shimano 105 shifting helps you fly up hills and speed through the flats.
LITTLE ED’S SKI & BIKE SHOP IS A PRIVATELY OWNED SPORTING GOODS STORE
AND HAS BEEN OPERATED BY A LOCAL FAMILY SINCE 1992.

The Foil 15 is an Aero Road Bike, developed to be faster and more efficient
in all ROAD conditions. This aero HMF carbon fiber bike brings Shimano’s
revolutionary Ultegra Di2 electronic shifting option with SEIS (Shimano Electronic Intelligent System) to the people. The increased accuracy, smoothness
and reliability of electronic shiftingmakes gear changes faster and virtually
eliminates missed shifts. Ride the future, without the premium price.
15 BALSAM STREET, UNIT #2, COLLINGWOOD, ON, L9Y 5H6
TEL: (705) 444-5488 • FAX: (705) 444-0466

• Industry’s Best Performing Wall Oven
• 7-Inch (17.8 cm) Full Colour Touch-Anywhere
LCD Display
• Vertical Dual-Fan True Convection System
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Optical, sunglasses & accessOries

Check out our Unique Prescription Eyewear Selection

	The syndrome is still under study in Ontario and elsewhere.
Recent stats from the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation paint a slightly more positive picture, pointing to an increase this year in the little brown bat population.
	Research emerging from the University of Winnipeg suggests the fungus is an invasive species from Europe introduced
by humans. And it appears that European bats may be resistant
to the syndrome, so scientists have turned to studying possible
reasons for this resistance.
We asked Chris Heydon if the reduced bat population could
be the reason for excessive mosquitoes reported in Ontario over
the past few summers. “It’s possible but we can’t say for sure.
We’ve had much warmer winters and summers in the last several
years, which might be contributing to higher mosquito numbers.
“But this is of course one of the major concerns: bats
do control large numbers of insects and pests and there is a
potential for a human impact – mosquito borne disease, or
an economic impact from the ‘services’ that bats perform for
agricultural producers in reducing crop damage to the tune of
billions of dollars annually.”

DIY

BUY ANY RUDY PROJECT SUNGLASS...
GET A FREE HELMET
LENSE.
Alpina OR
Goggles

The MNR’s message to the general public and to commercial
cave operators and spelunkers is simple: Avoid non-commercial
caves and abandoned mines. If you enter any cave or mine, take
extreme care cleaning your clothes and tools to avoid spreading the fungus from site to site. If you know of caves or mines
with significant bat populations, inform your local MNR office
so these spaces can be monitored. Report any sick bats to the
MNR or to the Canadian Cooperative Wildlife Health Centre.
ccwhc.ca
mnr.gov.on.ca

European engineered, available
with Quattroflex lens to brighten
and sharpen vision. We also carry
optical inserts for ski goggles.

selected frames & sunglasses
up to 50% off
See our collection
of Toy Watch, Boss,
Oakley & Tommy
Hilfiger watches

*Mention this add prior to check-out and we will pay the taxes
*Mention this ad prior to check-out and we will pay the taxes

V illage

at

B lue , B lue M ountains , on

705-445-3168

enVyeyewear . coM
Healthy little brown bat emerging from hibernation. ROBERT MCCAW PHOTO
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Endangered Bay
Proof that there are still some fish left in the inland sea. Neil Kearns photo

Georgian Bay is a massive presence in our region, as elemental
as the Escarpment bluffs and the sky. To investigate the various
human pressures on the Bay, registered charity Georgian Bay
Forever (GBF) recently hosted the second annual Georgian Bay
Vital Signs lecture series at the Toronto Reference Library.
Federal Commissioner for the Environment and Sustainable
Development Scott Vaughan gave this year’s keynote address.
“Most OECD countries lack Canada’s overall water-quality
monitoring,” he said, though he added that more than half of our
water could be categorized as poor, marginal or fair, due in large
part to heavy metal contamination, and nitrogen and phosphorus
loading. Vaughan criticized Environment Canada’s recent budget
cuts, including its reduced mandate to protect fish-bearing waters. “Environmental groups are right to be concerned,” he said.
The fragility of the Bay’s native fish populations emerged as a
major theme of the lectures.
Arunas Liskauskas, an MNR fisheries biologist based in
Owen Sound, pointed to our changing climate – including last
winter’s lack of snow and last spring’s heat wave – as a cause
of declines in walleye in the lower Moon River, a major waterway
feeding into the Bay. Liskauskas is part of the MNR team monitoring this and other spawning grounds in an effort to bolster the
Bay’s declining fish populations. The team deposited over 1000
tonnes of rock (clusters of large boulders topped with cobble)
below Moon River Falls to create new spawning and nursery
habitat for walleye. The biologists hope the rocks will also provide new habitat for sturgeon, a threatened native species that
spawns in the lower Moon.
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	Liskauskas also studies invasive species in the Bay and
warned of the threat of Asian carp, who have not yet entered the
upper Great Lakes. “Our fish communities will be a memory if
Asian carp invade,” he said.
	Documentary filmmaker Alex Mifflin was there to screen the
film he made with his brother Tyler Mifflin entitled Carpageddon.
(The Ontario-born brothers are also the hosts of TVO series The
Water Brothers.) The documentary has comical touches but its
subject matter is dead serious. “Asian carp have invaded the
Mississippi and Illinois Rivers,” said Mifflin, “and destroyed
a thriving fishing industry. It took only a few decades for this
massive invasion to take hold. And now, the carp are headed
north.” The film traces the origin of Asian carp introduction
into fish farms in Arkansas in the 1970s and their alarming
spread throughout the US. Today they threaten to encroach on
the Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal, a manmade structure
that connects the Illinois River to Lake Michigan. According to
Carpaggedon, Asian carp could prove the worst invasive species
in the history of North America. If they enter the Great Lakes in
numbers they could undermine the basic foodweb, as they’re
voracious plankton-feeders and reproduce at an alarming rate.
	The event was not entirely gloomy, but Commissioner Scott
Vaughan summed up the general mood: “The structure of the
biosphere is changing,” he said. “We are entering an area of uncertainty. Heat waves, drought and changes in water levels make
planning complicated.”

Watch Carpageddon at tvo.org/video

EXHIBITIONS

EDUCATION

Someday they will know what I mean. Tom Thomson

SPECIAL EVENTS

GALLERY SHOP
EXHIBITIONS
June 10-September 16

Michael Jacob Ambedian &
Mary B. Dean: Derivation II
Penelope Stewart: Echo Utopias
Continuing…

Canadian Spirit: The Tom Thomson Experience

SPECIAL EVENTS

September 28-30

Tom Thomson Arts Festival
For all Canadian Spirit 2012
event listings visit:

www.canadianspirit.org
TOM THOMSON ART GALLERY
840 1st Avenue West
Owen Sound, ON, N4K 4K4
www.tomthomson.org

IMAGE: Tom Thomson at Lake Scugog, Fall 1910
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dining by design
“This is instant cuisine,” says Michael
Stadtlander, waving his arm around a
large oval of black earth surrounded by
pasture. “We’ll pick the vegetables here,
wash them, and eat them here.” We’re at
Eigensinn Farm on a breezy spring day,
imagining the garden that in a few months
will offer up this cuisine. The celebrated
chef and farmer, with a relaxed manner
and a feather-tipped black fedora on his
head, is describing one of the edible
installations of The Singhampton Project,
a culinary event presented by Earth Day
Canada that may be the first of its kind.
From August 10th to 26th, seven gardens
spaced around Stadtlander’s 100-acre
farm near Singhampton, Ontario, will offer
seven distinct outdoor dining experiences –
many of the menu elements harvested and
prepared while patrons watch. The Project
is a collaboration between Stadtlander

and French landscape artist Jean Paul
Ganem, who designed the gardens.
	Each garden is a meditation on food
and the landscape and how humans
negotiate each. The above-mentioned
Baroque Fish Plate garden will produce
beets, fennel, basil, Jerusalem artichokes
and other vegetables to complement locally raised fish, all of which will be eaten
at a large fish-shaped table in the middle
of the garden. The Tipi Field will feature
the Native North American “Three Sisters”
(beans, corn and squash) growing on and
around several tipi structures. For The
Circle, Jean Paul Ganem designed concentric plantings of grain over a stretch of
pasture for livestock to graze on, while in
a middle circle patrons graze on beef or
lamb from a spit. Such tableaux have the
feel of a Happening, a kind of performance cuisine.
	The Singhampton Project evolves the
local food idea to an art form with the help
of Ganem’s eye for spatial design and unifying elements in a landscape. An artist
specializing in large-scale plant and crop
installations around the world, his connection to Canada began in Quebec, where
he created vertical gardens at Montreal’s
restored Darling Foundry. His Jardin des
Capteurs, also in Montreal, transformed a
large section of a landfill site into gardens
of interlocking wheel shapes planted with
petunia, aster, buckwheat, canola and
other plants to create a startling palette in
the midst of an urban wasteland.
	Earth Day Canada President Jed
Goldberg introduced Ganem and Stadtlander in 2010. “At first I wasn’t sure how
a chef and an artist would collaborate,”
says Ganem via Skype from his Paris
home. “Then when I visited Eigensinn
Farm, I understood the connection,

because I work with crops.” His work for
The Project is his first edible garden project. “Each garden is also a recipe,” says
Ganem. “This is something unique.”
	Hovering in the background of The
Singhampton Project, perhaps, is the
spectre of a proposed mega-quarry on
prime agricultural land in nearby Melancthon Township, in opposition to which
Michael Stadtlander spearheaded the
Foodstock festival last year. The current
Project is not explicitly a protest; its messages are subtle, showing how food and
creativity can enhance a landscape.
	In his past projects working with
farmers in France to create design motifs
in crops (many best viewed from the air)
Ganem has attempted to complement
landscape forms both natural and geometrical. “I try to take the feeling of a space and
work with what is already there. Each landscape has an energy and a history from the
people living in or around it. At Eigensinn
Farm, there is so much of Michael here
already and I could work with that.”
earthday.ca/singhamptonproject.com

–Ned Morgan

Inset: Montreal’s Jardins des Capteurs, by Jean Paul Ganem. MICHEL LUSSIER PHOTO
Main: Ganem at Eigensinn Farm. COLIN FIELD PHOTO
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The Crossing
A SUP soloist attempts a daring open water mission across Georgian Bay
Departing Lion’s Head harbor on a 14-foot stand-up paddle
board, I am attempting to reckon the remote Westerns from the
blind side, using only a compass and sight references. I’m heading for Double Top – the southernmost of the Western Islands
group – 77 kilometres to the east. There is a lighthouse there
that has warned navigators of their isolated location since 1895.
	I have prepared extensively for this trip. I talked to a group
of sea kayakers who paddled from Lion’s Head harbour to Parry
Sound, but I could not find any accounts of soloists paddling
SUPs that distance.
	Setting out, the weather is stable and the winds strong. With
an eye on the morning skies, I paddle out along the dolostone
faces in Lion’s Head bay. Rounding Gun Point with a clear view
of my heading and the open water conditions, I set out east
toward a landless horizon.
Breaking the magnetic shore is daunting, but I advance
quickly and am soon past the lee, where the water is in good
form. The long rollers are well defined, barreling toward the
southeast. The wind would carry me south of Cape Croker, so I
speculate my heading with the wind direction and cut northeast.
	The rollers, like soft travelers, pass me from left to right,
and I fall and rise along their crests. The riding is smooth and
secure. I can see into the water and I blend my immediate
thoughts with my many memories of this moody mass of water.
I speculate my height and drop my heading toward my desired
line. I get the opportunity of a lifetime to slot onto a large cruising swell, which frees me up to look around and take it all in. I
experience exhilarating locomotion. I coast like this for hours. By
afternoon, the Peninsula is gone, and Christian Island becomes
the only sight reference.
	Eventually, I hit the bottom of the drop limit and must cut
into the northeast position. I realize the necessity of spotting the
Double Top lighthouse and I apply my full attention to observation.

Aaron Roininen map

I try to “raise the turtle” by seeing the islands rise out of the
horizon. I spot what could be larger waves forming ahead. I hold
them in sight until they dissolve in case they turn out to be not
waves, but the Westerns themselves.
	The day passes like a sun dance. The water’s surface
begins to shape-shift, as stronger north winds begin to move in
and the sun refracts off the distant rim of the 30,000 Islands.
I can feel the force of the swell, but I must negotiate constant
interfering shapes, one of which displaces a roller from behind.
I take on water and then capsize into a barreling trough.
	Emerging from the warm water, I reach for the tether. My
board and I are leashed as one. My riggings hold fast, and all is
secure. I don’t delay for long, and I’m soon back on course feeling
invigorated.

The fearless Scott Parent. Scott Parent photo
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Double Top Island. Sean Tamblyn photo

	I resume scanning. Finally, a breadth
of a hair above due east, I see something.
It’s a white shiny object some 10 to 15
kilometres ahead. I am elated, and paddle
hard for the remainder of the sunlight.
After the sun sets, I don my wetsuit
and secure my paddle with a line. A short
rest takes me further south than I desire,
which increases the angle I have to
paddle into the wind. I fix my sight on the
lighthouse beacon, counting as it disappears behind the dark water. The beacon
only illuminates every 10 seconds, and
there are many extended periods between
sightings. Navigating toward the beacon
allows me to use its light as well as the
stars for visual guides. On a paddleboard,
I don’t have to worry about hitting rocks.
And I have nautical lights built onto my
deck so I can be identified as a vessel.
	The only difficulty of night paddling is
that I’m unable to discern if I am advancing at all toward the beacon. I can see
the light clearly, albeit intermittently, for
hours, but I can’t always tell if I’m actually
getting any closer.
	It isn’t as terrifying as one might
expect. Even though it is big water, it is a
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Scott Parent photo

It isn’t as terrifying as one might
expect. Even though it is big water,
it is a perfect summer night.
perfect summer night. After a long crossing, the lighthouse finally takes shape.
The waves are volatile, yet negotiable. As
I approach shore, the spill is inevitable as
the big water tosses me upon the island.
It has been 20 hours since I set out from
Lion’s Head, and now I stand upon the
southern tip of the granite cluster of the
Western Islands, on the other side of this
inland sea.

	I marvel at the night. Under a wealth
of stars, I explore the charming haunt of
the lighthouse. The warm summer winds
and high waves roar about me. Soon I lie
down to sleep.
	In the morning I start on four more
days of stand-up paddleboard navigation. First, I traverse along the Westerns
group and across to Frying Pan Island to
complete the crossing of Georgian Bay.
Then I paddle through the southeastern
islands toward Nottawasaga Bay.
My route weaves close to 200 kilometers of open water, island channels and
long coastal runs. I experience a range
of weather intimately, and meet interesting people. I end the sojourn at Wasaga
Beach, when strong headwinds are forecasted to linger.
	I don’t advocate soloing. I am
hard-wired for going alone, but I understood the majority of these waterways
well enough prior to setting out. I travel
prepared and I enjoy the long distances.
By combining paddling and surfing
disciplines, any given nautical point has
become accessible.
– Scott Parent

designed in
canada for
canadian
waters

elora Gorge
Ontario, Canada

BlU Wave is Canada’s leading designer and manufacturer of
stand-up paddleboards (SUPs). To view our 2012 models visit
our website. like us on Facebook or follow us on Twitter to get
updates on our monthly GoPro giveaways and for events at
Blu Wave demo centres and dealers across Canada.
facebook.com/bluwaveSUP

twitter.com/bluwaveSUP

www.bluwave.ca Toll-free: 1-866-404-3155
Sales and Rentals in Southern Georgian Bay
@ Southwinds Marine
(705) 444-1251 http://southwindsmarine.com
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Never mind the water hazard, watch out for the goose grease. Colin Field photo

The Kids Are All Right!
Adults Tee Up For Tomahawk Golf
Whenever we have friends visiting the area, we throw a few
clubs, some frosty beverages and a handful of balls in a golf bag
and show off one of our local jewels: The Tomahawk par 3 golf
course. As a reluctant golfer, Tomahawk is a great place to learn
the game without the pressure of a pro course or the expense of
investing in a full round of golf.
	So when I heard the future of Tomahawk was under review,
I was curious. Over the winter, the Town of Blue Mountains
discussed the course’s future and how to best offset operating
costs while keeping the course accessible for young golfers and
residents. With news that a $5 fee was in effect for 2012,
I touched base with Town staff to find out more.
“The decision to introduce a $5 pay-as-you-play fee for
Tomahawk was largely the result of a service delivery review
led by Council in 2011,” explains TOBM Communications and
Economic Development Coordinator, Lisa Kidd. “The consensus
was to keep the sport of golf affordable for youth, as part of the
Town’s Leisure Activities Plan and Sustainable Path, but to add
a $5 fee for adults. The fee will offset the maintenance costs for
Tomahawk’s continued long-term operation and sustainability.”
	The $5 fee applies to golfers 17 years of age and up. Fees
are collected on an honour system and golfers should deposit
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their money in the old U.S. mailbox at the gate to the course,
where voluntary donations were previously accepted.
	In addition to the fee, corporate sponsorships have been
made available for $2000, although no one has jumped on the
opportunity yet. “With 6000 rounds per year at Tomahawk, the
marketing visibility is significant,” explains Kidd. Some local
businesses – including Mountain Life – are already supporting
the course by sponsoring individual holes.
	Even with the fee, the course will continue to operate at a
deficit and TOBM staff is still considering how to generate more
revenue at the site. The TOBM will have help and support from
Bert McFadden of the Georgian Bay Club and Mike Styles of the
Golf Club at Lora Bay, to keep the course in top shape.
While the fee will undoubtedly cut into your post-golf slush
fund (less wings, more beer?), it’s a small price to pay for 18
holes. Kudos to the TOBM for keeping the focus on young
golfers and ensuring that we’ll still see local kids biking to the
course with their clubs. With so many high-end courses in this
area, it’s nice to see this local jewel remain accessible for new
golfers.

– Allison Kennedy Davies

grey heron
natural designs

Natural Wool ShoP

CasCade, Lorna’s LaCes, Brown sheep
sirdar, Knit piCKs, denise, CLover

Blog: http://greyheronbits.blogspot.ca/ • www.applepietrail.ca

66 Pine St, Collingwood • 705-444-0370
www.greyherondesigns.com

rter page (3.5’ x 4.875’)

C & C Yacht Charters
Thornbury•Georgian Bay

© Enclave Design February 2011 - Ph: 705 888 1353, Email: artroom@enclavedesgin.ca

www.yachtchartersthornbury.com
info@yachtchartersthornbury.com
705.606.2233
44º 34.15’ N
80º 26.53’ W
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2012 NissaN altima 3.5 sR
BEST-SELLING JAPANESE MIDSIZE SEDAN IN 2011

Ω

UP TO

$6,400

^

IN DISCOUNTS FOR CASH PURCHASERS

3.5 SR model shown▲

CCC doing what they do best. Marc Landry photo

2012 NissaN sENtRa 2.5 sE-R
PACKED WITH HIGH TECH

$4,000 The Rebirth of
IN DISCOUNTS
the Collingwood
2012 NissaN VERsa HatCH 1.8 sl
Cycling Club
UP TO
$3,000
UP TO

^

FOR CASH PURCHASERS

2.5 SE-R model shown▲

BEST-SELLING JAPANESE SUBCOMPACT IN 2011

^

IN DISCOUNTS FOR CASH PURCHASERS

1.8 SL model shown▲

2012 NissaN titaN CC sl 4X4
THE BIGGEST, TOUGHEST NISSAN

UP TO
^

Crew Cab SL 4x4 model shown▲

IN DISCOUNTS FOR CASH PURCHASERS

You paY what we
paY on virtuallY all
our fuel efficient
cars and trucks.
307 Pretty River Parkway Collingwood
705.446.3221 www.collingwood.nissan.ca
*
0%/0%/0%/0% purchase financing for up to 84/84/72/84 months available on 2012 Altima Sedan/Versa Hatch/Sentra and Rogue models. Representative finance example based on Selling Price of
$25,727 for 2012 Altima 2.5 S, FWD (T4RG52 AA00), manual transmission, financed at 0% APR for 84 months equals $306.27 per month with $0 down payment. Cost of borrowing is $0 for a total
obligation of $25,727. †Finance offers are now available on new 2012 Altima 2.5 S (T4RG52 AA00), manual transmission/2012 Sentra 2.0 (C4LG52 AA00), manual transmission/2012 Versa Hatch 1.8
S (B5BG52 AA00), manual transmission/2012 Rogue S FWD (W6RG12 AA00), CVT transmission. Selling Price is $25,727/$16,979/$16,179/$25,562 financed at 0%/0%/0%/0% APR equals
$141/$109/$83/$140 bi-weekly for 84/72/84/84 months. $0 down payment required. Cost of borrowing is $0/$0/$0/$0 for a total obligation of $25,727/$16,979/$15,179/$25,562. $1,000 Stackable
Finance Cash on 2012 Versa Hatch 1.8 S (B5BG52 AA00), manual transmission is included. This discount is based on stackable trading dollars and will be deducted from the negotiated price before
taxes. Conditions apply. See your Nissan retailer for details. ^$25,727/$16,979/$15,179/$25,562 Selling Price for a new 2012 Altima 2.5 S (T4RG52 AA00), manual transmission/2012 Sentra 2.0
(C4LG52 AA00), manual transmission/2012 Versa Hatch 1.8 S (B5BG52 AA00), manual transmission/2012 Rogue S FWD (W6RG12 AA00), CVT transmission. $1,000 Stackable Finance Cash
on 2012 Versa Hatch 1.8 S (B5BG52 AA00), manual transmission is included. ▲Models shown $33,827 Selling Price for a new 2012 Altima 3.5 SR (T4SG12 AA00), CVT transmission/$24,879 Selling
Price for a new 2012 Sentra 2.0 SL (C4TG12 AA00), CVT transmission/$22,479 Selling Price for a new 2012 Versa Hatch 1.8 SL (B5RG12 SU00), CVT transmission/$36,062 Selling Price for a new
2012 Rogue SL AWD (Y6TG12 AA00), CVT transmission. ΩBased on the December 2011 AIAMC report. *†^▲Freight and PDE charges ($1,595/$1,467/$1,467/$1,650), air-conditioning tax ($100),
certain fees where applicable (ON: $5 OMVIC fee and $29 tire stewardship fee) are included. License, registration, insurance and applicable taxes (including excise tax and fuel conservation tax, where
applicable) are extra. Finance offers are available on approved credit through Nissan Canada Finance for a limited time, may change without notice and cannot be combined with any other offers except
stackable trading dollars. Retailer order/trade may be necessary. Retailers are free to set individual prices. Offers valid between March 1st, 2012 and April 2nd, 2012. ‡Preferred Customer Program: If you
currently lease or finance your Nissan vehicle through us, you may already be pre-approved to lease or finance your next new Nissan model. The 1% Preferred Customer Reduction is currently available
on new 2011 Quest; 2012 Sentra, Altima Sedan or Coupe (except Hybrid), Versa Hatchback or Sedan, and Titan models. Incentive program rate adjustments cannot reduce the lease or finance rate
below 0.0% and will apply to the rate offered by Nissan Canada Finance at the time of the transaction. Please contact your Nissan Dealership for Nissan Canada Finance pre-approval terms and eligibility.
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Whether you’re the type that speeds by cyclists while giving
them the finger, or generously slows down and gives them a
wide berth (hopefully you’re the latter), there’s no escaping cyclists in Grey and Simcoe counties. They’re everywhere. That’s
because the riding here is incredible. And that’s why local
cyclists have created the Collingwood Cycling Club.
Originally formed in 1981, 2012 is the year of the Club’s
rebirth. And spring was a busy time for the Club: at last count
there were 267 members. Sponsored by seemingly every business in Collingwood, the Club is affiliated with the Ontario Cycling Association which insures all members during group rides.
“We’re providing a meeting place and an opportunity to ride
within a group,” says PJ Kings, the Club’s president. “It’s pretty
broad in terms of experience: we have people who have never
ridden in a group before, people who are competitive racers and
people who are training to do the Centurion.”
Club rides are on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday evenings, Saturday and Sunday mornings, and holidays. With as
many as 130 people showing up for weekend rides, groups are
split into A, B, C, D, and E groups depending on pace and experience.
	So why has the club been so successful?
“I think the Centurion has been a big drive behind the
interest,” says Kings. “And then there’s the Lance factor.”
	The mere mention of Armstrong brings to mind the obvious
question: Is there any doping going on?
“Not that we know of,” laughs Kings. “Hopefully not. I don’t
think we’re at that level yet.”
	To become a member of the Club, check out
collingwoodcyclingclub.ca
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SHOP
THIS
WAY
MARC LANDRY PHOTO

On The Ropes

Whether you want to dress up, down or sporty,
Collingwood downtown is the place to outfit your
lifestyle. A huge selection of casual, dress and sport
clothing and fashion accessories for women, children
and men can be found in the historic downtown core.
Supporting your community has never been more
fashionable!
Start your experience at collingwooddowntown.com

Be part of your community.
Join us on Facebook for photos,
video, event listings and other updates:
facebook.com/collingwooddowntown
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The launch of Blue Mountain’s high ropes course heralds an
explosion of the sport in Ontario. Formerly a niche pastime
mostly practiced by teenagers at summer camps, high ropes go
front-and-centre this summer in the middle of the mountain. A
five-minute hike from the base of Smart Alec stands the Timber
Challenge, an elaborate structure that soars up to 50 feet high,
with 75 aerial elements – suspension bridges, ladders, cargo
nets, zip lines and much more – built into the tree canopy. It
calls to mind a massive Ewok defense position from Return of
the Jedi.
Blue brought in aerial park design-build firm Absolutely
Experiential to create the Timber Challenge High Ropes along
with the kid-friendly Woodlot Low Ropes at the base of the hill.
“Blue Mountain is the largest park we’ve built,” says AE owner
John Ireland from his office in Pittsfield, Massachusetts. “If you
include the two courses, it’s about the same size or bigger than
Catamount [a park in the New York Appalachians].”
A few of the Timber Challenge elements – including the
Hundred Mile, a long, continuous bridge, and the Hallway, a
series of rope doorways – exist nowhere else in North America.
Ireland begins each of his park designs by making sketches
after visiting the proposed site. “We spend several days marking
out tree and pole locations,” he says. “After I form the park in
my head, I start putting it on paper.” Arborists make assessments
of all trees in the area and pinpoint which ones are strong and
high enough to use. Ireland then hammers out the final plan
with structural and geo-tech engineers. The Blue Mountain site
demanded special attention due to the proximity of the Niagara
Escarpment. “We had to show the impact a park would have on
the area,” says Ireland. “Our design didn’t mandate the removal
of any large healthy trees. And I think they saw that there would
be very little impact on the ground area. Where the main tower
and the poles are was a developed area already.”

	The park’s seven courses boast three difficulty levels which
guests must graduate through: Green (beginner), Blue (intermediate) and Black (expert). While on the ropes, every guest
wears a five-point harness, helmet and gloves. “We use a smart
belay system,” says Ropes Director Graeme Dugale. “On each
harness are two lanyards… it allows only one of the claws of the
lanyards to be unclipped at any given time. Staff have different
equipment which allows them to move around more freely if they
need to coach someone through an element.”
For a structure that encourages humans to dance through
treetops like squirrels, questions of safety inevitably arise. What
if you slip? “You’re always attached to the belay cable,” says
Dugale. “If you slipped off, your belay cable would catch you,
and your lanyards would catch you. You’ll also have a trolley attached to you. There are about a dozen zip lines and the trolley
is used for zipping. If you fall, you’ll only be a foot or so from the
main belay cable so you can either pull yourself back up on one
of the elements or pull yourself back onto one of the platforms.”
The Woodlot, for children aged 6 and up, operates with a continuous belay system. “Once kids are on the trolley system, they
don’t come off,” says Dugale. “When they come to a post or
platform, there’s a bracket that takes the belay cable around it,
so they’re never unclipped.”
For those who might be uneasy with heights but want to
try the Timber Challenge, Dugale has this advice: “Being a little
afraid is natural, but once you get up there and start walking
on an element, the fear goes away. You’re forced to be in the
moment. Once you learn the equipment and learn to trust the
equipment, then you’re on your way. You feel good when you
finish a course – you surprise yourself.”

GATHER
THIS
WAY
Open-air festivals are just the beginning. Experience
musical, theatrical, artistic, culinary and other
events all summer long and into the fall and winter.
Visit collingwooddowntown.com or call
705-445-5595 for more info on any event.

FARMERS’ MARKET
Every Saturday morning
from May 19 until Oct 6

JAZZ AT THE STATION
Every Wednesday Evening
Late June to August

ARTISAN MARKET
June 30, Sept 1, 29, Oct 6

COLLINGWOOD ELVIS
FESTIVAL
July 26 to 29

ART ON THE STREET
June to September
featuring one-of-a-kind
art chairs and banners
throughout downtown
COLLINGWOOD FESTIVAL
FOR CANADA
June 30 and July 1
LOCAL LIVE LUNCH
Wednesdays at noon
July 4 - August 29
LIVE THEATRE AT THE
HISTORIC GAYETY
Theatre Collingwood
presents the 2012
season; select dates
from July 16 to Sept 22

ART AND MUSIC FESTIVAL
August 4 to 5
CELEBRATE COLLINGWOOD
FESTIVAL
August 18
GIRLFRIEND’S GETAWAY
WEEKEND
September 28 to 30
HARVEST OF THE ARTS
Thanksgiving Weekend
October 6 - 8
BLACK HARVEST
Saturday, October 27
and the list goes on….

Be part of your community.
Join us on Facebook for photos,
video, event listings and other updates:
facebook.com/collingwooddowntown

The Timber Challenge Tower. JOHN IRELAND ILLUSTRATION
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Wake Upstart
Barrie’s Christian Primrose
Words and photography by Alija Bos
When Christian Primrose’s buddies “just
want to go home,” he “just wants to go
big.” The 18-year-old shredder from
Barrie is blowing up in both wakeboarding and snowboarding. He was awarded
Canadian Junior Wakeboarder of the
Year in 2011, took second place in the
Open Men’s Nationals, and second in the
Worlds in 2011. His snowboarding career
has been filled with gold as well: he won
Horseshoe Resort Open Big Air with a
backside double cork 1080, and Mount
St. Louis Down Low with a backside
1260. His accomplishments haven’t gone
unrecognized; now riding for Rip Curl
Canada, Ronix Wakeboards, Dragon Optical, the Muskoka Store, Gordon Bay Marine, Never Summer Snowboards and Flux
Bindings, he’s confident, determined, and
always eager to get on the water and rip.
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Mountain Life: What got you started in wakeboarding?
Christian Primrose: My Dad. We rented a
wakeboard from Tropical North Surf shop
in Barrie. It was way too big for me, been
addicted since then.
ML: What do you like most about wakeboarding?
CP: It’s so fresh, cutting through the water, launching into the air, you don’t need
to look for your lost mitten and if your
boots and gear are still wet, you don’t
need to wait for them to dry before hitting some surf. Not to mention, when it’s
warm out, it’s pretty sweet floating around
in a boat just chilling. And now that the
cable systems are in Ontario (Ranch,
Boarderpass, and Bayou), you don’t even
need a boat.
ML: How do you make the best of the short
wakeboard season in Ontario?

CP: This is where a wettie comes in really
handy. Without it I wouldn’t be riding until
the water gets warmer. I try to get out as
much as I can, and get in as much cable
as possible. During the winter months
I snowboard and hit up a little bit of the
competition scene. I work and train at
Mount St. Louis Moonstone as a Park
Ranger (sweet job), that keeps the spin
and rail practice going. I went to Florida
for six weeks this winter to stay with Trevor Hansen and ride. Riding with a pro like
Trevor helped me progress a lot this winter,
and getting an early start to our season
helped me compete at Junior Pro level.
ML: Where would you like to go with your riding?
CP: Right now I am training hard to see
how far I can get in Junior Pro in the
King of Wake series. My dream would be
to take it all the way, live the life of a pro
wakeboarder.

SERVICE . SELECTION . FIT

470 First St, Collingwood

|

446-1234

Be patient, don’t go getting all
crazy thinking you’re going for a
backflip when you can’t do wake to
wake: you’ll get hurt and miss out
on a great season of fun.

ML: Who are your biggest influences and who
do you look up to?
CP: My Dad. He has taught me over the
years if you are patient and try hard
enough, you can do anything you set your
mind to. Trevor Hansen has been a real
influence on me also, especially since I
spent some time training with him. He is
super chill and he’s got it all together. I
look up to people who have respect for
themselves and others. Could be anyone,
as long as they’re good people.
ML: What advice would you give to kids just
starting out?
CP: Number one, have fun. Cheer on your
friends. Be patient, don’t go getting all
crazy thinking you’re going for a backflip
when you can’t do wake to wake: you’ll
get hurt and miss out on a great season
of fun. Get some lessons – that’s when I
44 mountain life
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really started to progress, not to mention
you get to meet real cool people who love
the sport as much as you do. Find some
people to ride with to share the gas or
take turns. Ride the cable. And like my
Dad taught me, always have a girl on the
boat because they will always have sunscreen, water and towels!
ML: What would you like to accomplish this
season?
CP: I would like to make it to finals in the
Junior Pro division in King of Wake and
make it through qualifiers for the Pro
Division at Wakestock. I am hoping for
a podium win at Nationals and Worlds. I
have also joined Canada’s first Water Ski
Show Team. We are competing against
the rest of the World teams to be held in
Wisconsin USA in September – hoping to
bring home the gold.

ML: What do you like more: wakeboarding or
snowboarding?
CP: I gave myself last winter season to try
to figure out which sport to pursue. I love
the adrenaline and atmosphere of both. I
love both sports so much it’s still hard to
pick just one. I wouldn’t give snowboarding up for anything but I really love the
way of life that wakeboarding offers. The
cash prizing in snowboarding has also
helped me with the training costs of wakeboarding; one fuels the other. Until one really starts to keep me back from the other,
I would like to keep them both going.
ML: If you could do any job in the world for
the rest of your life, what would it be?
CP: Oh, that’s a hard one…I think I would
have to be a bikini model judge…but it
couldn’t interfere with the riding.

furbelows
Bait & Tackle • Fishing & Hunting Licenses
Kayak & Canoe Rentals • Marine Supplies & Charts
Boat Maintenace & Repairs

519 599 7050

4, King St. West, Thornbury, ON

GYLESSAILS.COM
Open 7 days/week
Sunday - Thursday 10-5,
Friday & Saturday 9:30-5:30

if it’s in fashion, it’s at furbelows!
clothing

B

shoes

38 bruce st s thornbury

bags

B

B

belts

519.599.5422

B

jewels

Monday—Sunday

www.furbelows.com
East Coast Find us on
Music Festival

Thurs., July 5
East Coast Supper,
Old Man Luedecke
Fri., July 6
“East Coast Kitchen
Party” at Farmer’s
Market, Barra MacNeils
Sat., July 7 Jenn Grant

2012 Blues Series

Suzie Vinnick June 21
Carlos DelJunco &
Steve Strongman
August 9
Matt Andersen
October 14

Norm Foster’s
Self Help Prof Theatre
July 18 - 21
Dinner & Show
Fundraiser July 20
Great Lake Swimmers
Sept. 21
54-40 rock Nov. 2
Michelle Wright Nov. 13

In the Galleries

Ways of Seeing Ariel
Lyons & Jane Hunter
June 25-July 28

Fine Art Photography
July 31 - September 22

12 Nelson St. E.

meafordhall.ca

Leave Her Breathless.

MeafordInternational

Film
Festival

August 30 - September 2 2012
Films will be announced in July!

10% Earlybird
Tickets until Aug 6
The 2012 Meaford International Film Festival

Four NIGHTS Four FILMS Four PARTIES
An exceptional Film Festival experience at Meaford Hall

Box Office: 1.877.538.0463 miff12.ca

25 Bruce Street South, Thornbury, ON Tel: 519.599.2201
www.thediamondstudio.ca

877.538.0463
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ultimate

summer

survival

package
Because
Becausethis
thisdoesn’t
doesn’texist,
exist,we
wedo.
do.
Because this doesn’t exist, we do.

Since
Since2002,
2002,1%1%for
forthe
thePlanet
Planethas
hasencouraged
encouragedmembers
membersofofthe
thebusiness
business
Since
2002,to
1%
for
the Planet
has
encouraged
members
of the business
community
community
tocontribute
contribute
one
onepercent
percent
ofofsales
salesto
toenvironmental
environmental
causes.
causes.
community
to
contribute
one
percent
of
sales
to
environmental
causes.
Learn
Learnhow
howyour
yourbusiness
businesscan
cantake
takepart
partatatonepercentfortheplanet.org.
onepercentfortheplanet.org.
Learn how your business can take part at onepercentfortheplanet.org.

‘cheese, wine and bread...
that’s pretty much all you need!’

11 Bruce Street South, Thornbury
519 599 6699 thecheesegallery.ca
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UNOBSTRUCTED VIEW OF BLUE MOUNTAIN
Great family home/chalet in quiet neighborhood. Open
concept great room with stone fireplace, large kitchen with
island, separate dining area. Fully finished basement with
4th bedroom, 3 piece bath and large rec room. South facing
deck, attached two car garage. MLS®#20123311 $439,000

NIPISSING RIDGE
Contemporary custom built 3050 sq. ft. home/chalet with 5 bedrooms & 3 ½ baths. Builder’s own home. Very bright, open layout
with generous windows in most rooms. Stunning back yard with
incredible landscaping, in-ground salt water pool & 2nd level
deck with unobstructed views of the ski hills. MLS®#20121286
$1,295,000

COUNTRY ELEGANCE
21 acres on the Beaver River. 4,000 sq. ft. home with 5
bedrooms & 4 bathrooms. Idyllic setting & fabulous outdoor entertaining space including incredible pool & pool
house with washroom. 10 mins. to downtown Thornbury
or Georgian Peaks Ski Club, 5 mins. to Georgian Bay Golf
Club. MLS®#20122714 $1,245,000

PREMIER CHALET AT BASE OF BLUE.
Custom built 4,000 sq. foot 4 bedroom chalet across from
ski lifts & South Base. Incredible views from all rooms.
Open concept living/dining/kitchen. Extra large garage leading to spacious mud room. 5 min walk to Intrawest Village.
MLS®#20122340 $899,000

NIPISSING RIDGE
Unique, architecturally designed 4800 sq. ft. chalet.
7 bedrooms and 4/1 bathrooms. Wood burning f/p, fully
finished lower level with walkout to patio. New siding 2011,
hi efficiency furnace 2011, aggregate concrete driveway
2009. Desirable location, close to skiing, golfing, biking/
hiking trails and Georgian Bay. MLS® #20122718 $869,000

SNOWBRIDGE
Stunning, custom built 6,000+ sq. foot post & beam
chalet with 5 bedrooms & 5 baths. Beautifully designed
& decorated. Fully finished lower level with theatre room &
wine cellar. Unobstructed views of Blue Mountain ski hills &
Monterra golf course. Enjoy community pool and free shuttle
to Village. MLS®#20122295 $1,249,000.
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STUNNING CHALET IN SNOWBRIDGE
Beautifully designed custom built home. 5 bedrooms,
3 ½ baths, 3700 sq. ft., fully finished lower level. Open
concept main level, cathedral ceiling & stone fireplace in
living area. Shuttle service to Village; use of community
pool. Close to skiing, golf and hiking/biking trails.
MLS® #20122654 $779,000

BASE OF BLUE
5200 sq. foot custom built chalet at the foot of O-Hill at the
south end of Blue Mountain. Open concept main level with
soaring great room, high end finishes. Main floor master
with ensuite; total of 6 bedrooms. Fully finished lower level.
MLS®#20121373 $1,199,000

Doug Gillis, Broker
705.444.3853
doug@douggillis.ca
www.douggillis.ca

INCREDIBLE LOCATION
Walk out the door & put on your skis. 5 bedroom chalet
located on private, treed lot at base of Blue ski runs. Great
layout for family & friends. Bright and spacious rooms,
living room with fieldstone fireplace & walk out to
1 of 3 balconies. Walking distance to Village at Blue.
MLS®#20113067 $799,000

RE/MAX four
seasons realty
limited, Brokerage

mountainhomes

Cottage with a Conscience
This unique vacation home boasts revolutionary design and carbon-busting cred
By Pat Whyte
Photos by Terence Tourangeau
Who doesn’t love the idea of a second home – a place on the water
to get away from it all, to relax with family and enjoy nature’s
soothing qualities? But if you can afford a second home financially,
can you justify it environmentally? The fossil fuels used to run a
building and make the four-hour commute to a recreational home
are pure luxury from an environmental perspective.
	This house on Colpoy’s Bay, built by the husband and wife architectural team of MJ | architecture, represents a way around that.
“We wanted to see if we could make it net zero carbon
neutral, that’s how we justified a vacation home,” says Melana
Janzen (the M in MJ | architecture).
	How do you build a carbon neutral home, you ask? Janzen
describes it best.
48 mountain life
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“Optimized passive heating, cooling and ventilation is achieved
using south facing glazed areas, large roof overhangs, wood-burning heat, and Energy Star heat recovery ventilators and appliances.
Further contributions include a large photovoltaic array feeding
back into the electrical grid along with a strategy to employ an
efficient infrastructure of water, sewage and electrical systems.
	New and recycled building materials include locally derived
materials for earthen floors, locally harvested cedar decks and siding, recycled thermal glazing, high efficiency structurally insulated
SIPS roof panels, mineral wool and soy based eco-foam wall insulation. Sustainable building systems include roof-based rainwater
collection, solar voltaics and solar hot water for in-floor heating.”
Build all that on a former gravel pit and your environmental
conscience can rest easy. But if you want to go one step further,
then you divide it all by two. The owners don’t just include Melana
Janzen and John McMinn (with two children, Soren and Annika),
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On The Water - $1,495,000

it 101, Cr an be rry
10 Ke ith Ave., Un

Introducing Mountain Modern Homes, an independent
Lindal Dealer. Offering innovative design with established
construction methods, Lindal Cedar Homes and Turkel Design
bring you the opportunity to build your dream home with an
environmentally intelligent alternative.
Lindal has been producing homes for over 65 years, and
Turkel Design provides a fresh perspective on a dependable
way to build.
Choose from the Dwell Homes Collection, a classic Lindal,
or a custom home designed uniquely for you. Inspired by your
lifestyle, respectful of the environment and your budget.

Independant
Distributor of:

Introducing...

TURKEL Design from Dwell Homes Collection provides a new
perspective on waterfront living!
Linear plan offers a large 2 sided 2 story great room with master
and media on the main. Lift and slide doors offer the ability to
open the rear of the house to the water!
Upper level provides guest suite with office on one wing, and
2 additional beds / bath and loft area on the other.

Frogg’s Hollow
- $799,000
Windrose
Valley
- $1,450,000

Gorgeous TURKEL
design
from the
Homes
Absolutely
stunning
design
fromDWELL
Lindal
CedarCollection
Homes. beautifully
All 4
suited to this
10 acre parcel
of room,
land just
momentsdining
from
bedrooms
arebreathtaking
ensuites! Gorgeous
great
separate
Thornbury.
floor
plan offers
both
a master
guest suiteentertaining
on the main
room,
and This
large
kitchen
layout
make
this a&wonderful
level. The
kitchen
& dining
room 3offer
views & aloads
beautiful
home.
Master
Suite
on main,
car opposing
garage provides
of room
bench
unique
withinlotthis
home.Valley
Light fi–lled
for
all seat
youroffers
gear!another
Offered
on aarea
1+ acre
at lovely
Windrose
call
2-storey
great
has sales
a loft for
a 3rd bedroom
or a glorious den /
us
to find
outroom
morealso
about
incentives
and complimentary
creative area. included in this fabulous new neighbourhood!
memberships

Fantastic Views - 13 acres $899,000

The Lindal Architects Collaborative

We proudly introduce the CHARTER MEMBERS
OF THE COLLABORATIVE:
• Altius Architecture/Toronto, ON
• Bates Masi + Architects/Sag Harbor NY
• The Frank Lloyd Wright School of
Architecture/Scottsdale, AZ
• Marmol Radziner/Los Angeles, CA

Gorgeous view lot adjacent to the Bruce Trail provides total
privacy just moments from Osler Ski Club and Collingwood.
Water views from the private master suite deck will be
breathtaking! All 3 bedrooms are up, connected by a dramatic
gallery open to the light filled great room!

Ski and Swim! - $749,000

Call us for more information on all
our designs and lot availability!
www.mtnmodern.com

Call 1-888-325-2511
Mountain Modern Homes is a division of STONE CUSTOM HOMES

This 2490sq ft home from TURKEL Design provides main floor
master, wonderful living space and 2 upper guest wings.
Fresh new design allows you take advantage of the beautiful
views at Vandrof Estates. Walk to the Georgian Peaks Ski Club or
to the Beach at Peaks Bay!

Dwell and Dwell Homes are registered trademarks of Dwell Media, LLC. Licensed use.

The Lindal Architects Collaborative is a growing collection of
highly regarded US and Canadian architects selected for their
skillful and beautiful use of wood. Working closely with Lindal
design and production staff, each has developed on-system
post and beam Lindal designs.

“We wanted to see if we could make it net zero carbon
neutral, that’s how we justified a vacation home.”

but also their friends Karina Inzunza and Graham Barker. The two
couples bought the property originally planning to build a couple
of bunkies. But as many who have built their own dream homes
discover, the government’s regulations got in the way.
“We realized to get a permit we needed to build something
sizable,” says Janzen. “But we didn’t even want something sizable.
With both our buildings together we barely made the minimum
requirement, which is kind of crazy. It’s a little bit counter-intuitive,
but I guess they base their property taxes on size. The other thing
was, we couldn’t have two buildings on the property.”
	So the idea of sharing a building emerged. The building is an
assembly of four discrete enclosures linked by an expansive deck
and roof. The two interiors are 650 square feet each, but in the
summer, the decks open the living space up to 2200 square feet.
Two 10 by 10 bunkies offer additional living space.
“It took a while to balance between public and private, what
we share and what’s communal,” says Janzen, “but amazingly
it was a pretty easy process. We share a central eating area, we
often eat there, but we each have our own breakfast tables and
our own individual bunkies so we could really house four families
up there at the same time.”
	To top it all off the home is set up to charge electric vehicles
meaning sometime soon, even the commute for the Torontonians
will be environmentally friendly.
MJ | architecture believes this is the future of residential
building and hopes to share the lessons they’ve learned. “This
project is beginning to disseminate information on how to create
recreational properties that do not add to the environmental load,”
says Janzen. And that’s something we all can aspire to.
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MEN WITH KNIVES

CATERING WITH FIRE & SMOKE
FEATURING THE APPLEWOOD EXPRESS BARBECUE SMOKER

705 888 5125
www.menwithknives.ca
menwithknives@sympatico.ca
Providing private, corporate and event catering
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fOOD
By Ester O’Neill
Photography by Colin Field

Pints of

Glory

Ice cream sandwiches, shakes
and sundaes, reinvented for
Summer ’12 by the ML kitchen

Big or small, young or old, we all have a soft spot in our
hearts for ice cream. In fact, it’s hard to imagine summertime
without it. The sweet, cold, creamy treat has a certain nostalgic
charm – thanks in part to the fuzzy electronic music from the
neighbourhood ice cream truck or stops at the ice cream shop
for a cone after the big game or a long day at the beach.
One of the pure joys of ice cream by the scoop is that flavour
combinations are seemingly endless. From seasonal additions
like blackberries, apple and pumpkin to the good ol’ classics like
chocolate and vanilla, there’s a scoop out there for everyone.
But when you get tired of scooping it onto a cone, try these
super-simple recipes for soul-satisfying summer desserts. Play
with the flavour of ice cream for endless variations. But more
importantly, enjoy with pure pleasure!

Sweet N’ Salty Sundaes
The combination of sweet and salty is a serious food trend at
the moment and for good reason – it’s delicious and makes so
much sense. This simple salted caramel sauce takes a chocolate
sundae to new and gourmet heights. Makes 4 to 6 sundaes

Ingredients:
500 ml chocolate ice cream
whipped cream
pretzels

Salted Caramel Sauce:
½ cup sugar
2 tbsp water
½ cup whipping cream
½ tsp sea salt

Salted Caramel Sauce: In saucepan over medium heat, bring
sugar and water to boil, stirring only until sugar is dissolved.
Boil until deep amber colour, about 6 minutes. Remove from heat
and whisk in cream. (Note: The caramel will splatter and likely
clump up, continue whisking until smooth, cooking over low heat
if necessary to break up clumps.) Stir in sea salt. The sauce can
be refrigerated for up to 3 days. Rewarm to serve.
In bowls, layer ice cream, whipped cream and pretzels (crushed
or whole). Drizzle with generous spoonfuls of caramel sauce.
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Breakfast - Lunch
Homemade Breads & Pastries Daily
Decadent Cakes & Desserts
Special Occasion Cakes
Prepared Meals-to-Go
Catering- 2 to 250
Espresso - Cappuccino - Latte - Americano
Sashimi
(just the raw fish)

rice)

Serving Sushi & Japanese Cuisine
Nigiri
(raw fish oN a ball of rice)

Sashimi
(just the raw fish)

188 First St.
Collingwood
705-293-1037
12 BRUCE STREET IN THORNBURY (519) 599-3311
WWW.THORNBURYBAKERYCAFE.COM

www.thehungrysumo.com • info@thehungrysumo.com
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Fudgey Mocha Ice Cream Sandwiches
The key to these cookies is to under-bake them ever so slightly
so they are chewy, rather than crispy when sandwiched with
ice cream. If adding coffee seems a bit over-the-top, simply omit
it and use only the vanilla (which really boosts the chocolate
flavour). Makes 6 sandwiches
4 oz semi-sweet chocolate,
chopped
¼ cup butter
½ cup sugar
1 egg
1 tsp instant coffee powder
dissolved in ½ tsp vanilla

1
/3 cup flour
¼ tsp baking powder
¼ tsp cinnamon
1 pint (500 mL) caramel swirl
ice cream, or ice cream of your
choosing

In bowl over saucepan of hot water, melt chocolate and butter
together, stirring occasionally until smooth. Remove from heat
and let cool for 3 minutes.
Whisk in sugar, egg and dissolved coffee (or vanilla).
Stir in flour, baking powder and cinnamon until combined.
Drop by generous single-tablespoonfuls, about 2 inches apart,
onto parchment paper-lined baking sheet. Bake at 350 F until
tops are no longer shiny, about 10 minutes. Let cool completely.

Bourbon & Vanilla Peach Milkshake
This milkshake is a southern belle’s dream, but you don’t have
to be a belle to enjoy it! Omit the bourbon for a family-friendly
shake. Top with whipped cream and a sprinkle of grated nutmeg
for complete indulgence. Makes 4 to 6 shakes
4 cups peeled, sliced peaches
3 tbsp bourbon
1 pint (500 mL) vanilla bean ice cream,
softened in fridge for about 10 minutes
In blender, puree peaches and ice cream
until smooth.
Pulse in bourbon. Pour into glasses.
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Scoop ice cream onto 6 of the cookies. Sandwich with remaining
cookies.
Serve immediately, or wrap each sandwich in waxed paper and
freeze for a treat to enjoy later on.

More Online
Wondering where to pick up some local ice cream? We’ve got
all that info, plus one more delicious recipe for you online:
Raspberry Ice Cream Pie. Check it out at gb.mountainlifemag.ca

A New Canadian Tradition!
Combining the traditional Pub
atmosphere and the new wave
of modern upscale Sports Bar.

54 King Street East, Thornbury, Ontario • Tel: 226.665.0255

We have visited Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia and Vietnam to explore
the true essence of cultural cuisine. Join us to experience the variety of traditional and fusion recipes that we offer. Call us for take-out & delivery.
Collingwood
Unit 6, 115 First Street
705.443.8809

Barrie
102-75 Barrie View Drive
705.719.7888
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TheOPEN
latest
toys booksCOLLINGWOOD!
and crafts
NOW
IN DOWNTOWN
for
kids
allfor
ages
The laTesT Toys
books
andof
crafTs
kids of all ages

Outdoor toys • Craft Kits & Supplies • Games & Puzzles •Building toys
Science kits • Puppets & dress-up • Infant toys • Thomas the Tank Engine
And books for infants to teens

27 Hurontario St., Collingwood
(705) 445-6222
Shop on line at www.mindsalive.ca
Mon.-Fri. 9:30-6:00, Sat. 9:30-5:00 Sun. 11:00-4:00

10-10-01 9:32 AM

T

S

10073 MTNLF Minds Alive_Winter 2010_FNL.indd 1

BL

MANY GIFT PACKAGED ASSORTMENTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS.
Fancy Chocolates, Lollipops, Brittle, Creamy Fudge, Corporate Gifts, Coupons and Much More!

View our Candy and Chocolate Making Areas
from the Observation Room!
www.candyfactory.ca
645 Hurontario Street, Collingwood, Ontario L9Y 2N6
(Across from the high school)
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BATTING CAGES
KIDDIE KARTS
SNACK BAR
ARCADE

MOUNTAIN

GO

KA

R

MINI GOLF
AMUSEMENT RIDES
NEW! GIANT SLIDE

HWY 26 & FAIRGROUNDS RD.,
COLLINGWOOD

705 445 2419
WWW.BLUEMOUNTAINGOKARTS.CA

at ScenicCaves

Collingwood / Blue Mountains

Your three-hour guided tour includes
• Tree-top Canopy walk • 1000 ft Escarpment Zip-line Ride with 150 ft
vertical drop • 300 ft Forest Zip-line Ride • 420 ft Suspension Bridge
• Caves and Caverns to explore • Unique Flora
and Fauna • Natural and Native History Tour
RESERVATIONS REQUIRED

1-1/2 Hours North of Toronto • sceniccaves.com • (705) 446-0256 ext.227

promotion

feature Restaurants
Azzurra Trattoria

Kaytoo

Collingwood’s Azzurra
has a longstanding
reputation for blending
classic Italian dishes with
up-market contemporary
cuisine. Pastas, pastries
and desserts are crafted
in-house with fresh,
seasonal ingredients.
The ‘Pranzo Italiano’
menu is a lively
and unique way to
accommodate larger
tables.
azzurra.ca
705.445.7771

Located in the bright
yellow Mill Pond
Boathouse, Kaytoo
is hard to miss in the
Village at Blue Mountain.
Kaytoo explores what it
means to be Canadian
through its coast-tocoast inspired menu.
With an outstanding
three-level patio right on
the Mill Pond, Kaytoo
is one of the Village’s
busiest spots.
kaytoo.ca
705.445.4100

The Hungry Sumo

Thornbury Bakery
Café

We aim to satisfy your
love of sushi, teriyaki
and tempura. Check
out our extensive and
reasonably priced menu.
Lunch offers popular
Bento Box combinations
as well as a large range
of sushi. Whether you
dine in or take out you
will certainly not leave a
Hungry Sumo! 188 First
Street, Collingwood.
thehungrysumo.com
705.293.1037
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Long established
landmark business in
downtown Thornbury,
famous for fresh chelsea
loaf, delicious, quick and
inexpensive breakfast
and lunch specials,
bread and baked goods
homemade from scratch
every day. Also offers
free wireless internet,
dinners-to-go, frozen
entrees and catering.
12 Bruce St., Thornbury.
thornburybakerycafe.com
519.599.3311

Duncans Café

bridges tavern

If you don’t like a fresh
and diverse menu
paired with suggested
wines from all regions
and if you really don’t
like original-art-covered
interiors, wait staff with
personality and the
best dining experience
in Collingwood... then
you’d better not come
to Duncans Café, where
every dish is prepared
and served with love!
Reserve your favourite
table again!
duncanscafe.com
705.444.5749

With two dining rooms,
two full-service bars,
and an outdoor patio
overlooking the mill pond,
Thornbury’s Bridges is
the place to be this
summer. Unique
mains include West
Grey 10oz striploin,
Pan seared Kolapore
Springs trout, Venison
lasagna and many more.
For those who love
music, Bridges offers the
finest in live entertainment
all summer long.
bridgestavern.com
519.599.2217

promotion

feature Restaurants
Copper Blues

Kikaku Sushi Bar

The first restaurant to
open in the Village at
Blue, Copper Blues is
a true Village pioneer.
Featuring a casual yet
sophisticated menu for
lunch and dinner daily,
diners can enjoy AAA
steaks and seafood, wild
game and much more.
copperblues.com
705.446.2643

Located in the heart
of the Blue Mountain
Village, this long-awaited
gem has a relaxed
atmosphere. Kikaku,
translating as “health”
boasts an extensive
menu which specializes
in unique creations and
fresh tantalizing flavours
with an artistic twist.
Jackie Chan and Bruce
Lee will be serving you
all season!
kikakusushi@yahoo.ca
705.293.7373

The mill

Piper’s Sports Bar
& Grill

A friendly vibe. A
renewed passion for
colourful food and fresh
ingredients. The Mill is
the place to meet for a
relaxing get-together
with friends – inside or
on one of our unique
patios, by the street or
by the Thornbury mill
pond. Let’s meet at
The Mill! 12 Bridge St.
Thornbury
themillcafe.com
(519)599-7866

Sisi Trattoria
“La Dolce Vita in
Thornbury!” With a focus
on food and a passion
for wine, Sisi Trattoria
now offers a superb
Italian menu using
fresh and authentic
ingredients. Join us on
our new, secluded patio,
Sisi’s Backyard - perfect
for “al fresco” dining,
cocktails or private
special occasions. 27
Bruce St. S., Thornbury
sisitrattoria.com
(519)599-7769

Combines the traditional
pub atmosphere and
the new wave of modern
upscale sports bars.
A menu for all ages
featuring fine fresh
salads & sandwiches,
homemade burgers
and pastas and Buffalo
wings. Come to watch
the game on one of our
many large screen TV’s.
Choose from more than a
dozen tap beers.54 King
Street East, Thornbury.
226.665.0255
piperssportsbarandgrill@
rogers.com
Green Mango Tree
Thai Fusion 
Collingwood’s Thai food
hotspot offers favourites
such as Lemongrass beef
short ribs, Shrimp curry
and Spring rolls stuffed
with pork, shrimp or
veggie salad and rolled in
rice paper with a delicious
house lime sauce. Other
dishes include Tom yum
soup, Chicken curry, Thai
fried rice and Tamarind
shrimp. Signature dishes
are offered along with
vegetarian options.
greenmangotree.com
705.443.8809
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Snake River canoe guide Al Pace takes you to the heart of the never-ending sunset
Words and photography by Colin Field

“Right draw, right draw!” yells Al Pace from the stern.
“We’ve got some rocks in play here… follow the vee,”
he continues.
		
I’m bow-paddling and commentary is constant.
		
“Oh! Awesome!” he cries as we round a bend in
the splashy, rippling, roaring white water.
		
“Alright now, I’ll get you to switch sides… Draw
left, good, good…
		
“There’s some willow in play here…
		
“Now paddle hard.
		
“Nice!
		
“Now the valley is opening up…

Just another perfect day of paddling on the Snake River.
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“Alright, keep your paddle in the water here, I’m
standing up…
		
“We’ll take door number two. We’ll take the left
braid. Now follow the turquoise…”
		
Where the Yukon’s Snake River is rushing, this
dialogue is endless. It’s entertaining, hilarious, but most
importantly, it’s fun. Paddling whitewater in a canoe is
a seriously good time. Three days earlier I wasn’t sure
I was skilled enough to paddle class-three rapids in a
canoe. But with a skilled sternsman, anyone can do it.
Hell, from a bowman’s standpoint, as far as I can tell,
it’s easy.
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Walter Brennan checks his map above Duo Lakes in the Yukon.
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I began this 12-day trip down the Snake
with 11 complete strangers. I didn’t know
a thing about the river. I learned we’ll cover 300 kilometres and drop 1100 metres
from high alpine to arctic plain by the time
we reach the take-out at the Peel River.
There is no road, no cell service and no
wireless access. The only
sign of civilization we’ll
These improbable friends will more
see is the occasional jet
contrail 30,000 feet up.
than likely drift out of my life once
We got to the Snake
the trip is over, but what I take away
River by floatplane: the
spectacular Twin Otter
is a fresh understanding of self.
flight from Norman Wells,
NWT, took us over the
MacKenzie Mountains, and gave us a
glimpse of the beauty, ruggedness and
remoteness of the terrain. We landed
on Duo Lakes a short portage from the
put-in. Beneath towering peaks we set up
our tents and tarps, secured the canoes,
ecstatic at the locale. With almost neverending sunlight, we made intimate small
talk; social barriers cut down knowing we
had 11 more days together.
		 This was Yu-Ling Cheng’s fourth trip
with CNA. A 55-year-old professor from
Toronto, she was instantly philosophical
about this adventure.
		 “These trips don’t necessarily lead
to profound experiences,” she told me.
“You need to be open to have a profound
experience.”
		 For me, as a person who wasn’t sure
about my ability to paddle the water, or

endure this long in the bush with strangers, being open was mandatory. But then
again, being open applies to anyone who
would put themselves in a position such
as this.
•••
Al Pace is a bear of a man. He wears a
bright blue t-shirt and navy blue shorts
the entire trip and in my mind’s eye,
his doppelganger is the Skipper from
Gilligan’s Island. With bright blue eyes,
gray hair and an optimistic smile, he’s no
stranger to these parts. He’s been here
before. Many times. The fearless leader
and mastermind behind Canoe North Adventures, he spends winters in Ontario’s
Hockley Valley running his Farmhouse
Pottery Studio, while in the summer he’s
in the North guiding or running CNA with
his wife Lin and 21-year-old son Taylor.
Al spends the minimum of 55 days in the
backcountry each season sleeping in a
tent, on a thermarest, every single one of
those nights. He’s never dumped a canoe
and I’m told, when someone else does,
he springs into action like a limber-footed
caribou. Which he most certainly is not.
One of the questions we’re constantly
asking Al is, “So, what’s the plan, Al?”
		 And if Al was ever a cartoon character his catchphrase would surely be:
“Well, there is no plan.”
		 He says it a lot. And it says a lot
about Al. Because even with 11 people relying on him for safety, guidance and hell,
survival, that answer, “There is no plan,”
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Al Pace (stern) and Walter Brennan paddle through some of the Snake River’s infamous rapids.
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is somehow comforting. Pace is flexible
enough to respond to changing weather,
high-maintenance clients or grizzlies as
few good leaders are. He is a man of patience and reason and if you ever had any
problem in the wilderness, Al would solve
it. He is a humble guide in a world where
guides, by their very nature and position,
tend to be anything but.
		 His first trip in the Northwest Territories was on the Coppermine River in 1977.
He’s been coming up here ever since. In
the summer of 2011 CNA completed their
1600-square-foot timber frame Canoe Centre in Norman Wells, Northwest Territories.
Right beside North Wright Airways, the
Centre is impeccably located to access the
Sahtu Region: a region with seven incredible rivers to choose from. Al figures it’s a
good place to set up an outfitting company.
		 But it isn’t about the money. It’s
about the experience these trips offer.
		 “If we actually listened to the lawyers, insurance people, workman’s comp
and HR Canada, we’d pack it all in and
go home. But we believe these trips are
important enough and special enough that
it’s worth the risk.”
•••
One of the beneficiaries of Pace’s passion is is Wendy Cecil. At 62, she’s the
oldest in our group. This is her tenth year
tripping with CNA; she’s been on so many
trips with them she’s like a company mascot. Her first experience, at age 52, was
with her two sons on the Yukon River.
		 “I’d never slept in a tent, I’d never
been on a canoe trip. But I woke up in the
tent the first morning realizing this is what
I want to do. It was an adventure for the
three of us. A real adventure.”
		 Her impetus for the journey came via
poetry.
		 “I learned about the Yukon through literature: Robert Service and Jack London.

I’d read Robert Service poems to my kids
for years.”
		 So when she pops out of her tent five
days down the Snake River, a pink boa
draped around her neck and two Nalgenes
full of black Russian, we sit around the
campfire and listen to her read “The Cremation of Sam Magee,” knowing how powerfully these words have shaped her life.
		 There are strange things
done in the midnight sun
		 By the men who moil for gold;
		 The Arctic trails have their
secret tales That would make
your blood run cold.
		 And as the never-ending sunset
stretches late into the evening, we sit
silently, enraptured by those words. It is a
beautiful moment. It helps Wendy express
her gratitude for this experience. We yell
along with her during the final stanza,
raising our cups and causing a ruckus
that echoes up and down the valley:
		 The Northern Lights have seen 		
		 queer sights
		 But the queerest they ever did see,
		 Was that night on the marge of
		 Lake Lebarge
		 I cremated Sam McGee!
•••
“This is where my ashes are going,” says
Al as we eddy out of the Snake River
where Milk Creek pours its silty white
water into the icy green flow of the Snake.
Looking around the incredible canyon, with
green, orange and grey streaked mountains stretching off in all directions, he
adds, “I haven’t found a prettier place.”
		 And I can’t help but agree. I imagine
my family experiencing the Snake River as
they drag my ashes here and I feel bliss
at the guaranteed togetherness the experience would bring them. It’s a morbid,
yet wonderful thought.
		 It’s day eight and the perfection of

the 12-day trip is just hitting me. Day-today reality has completely disappeared; I
forget about work, my mortgage, insurance and taxes. I forget about car payments, the price of gas and social media.
And what I end up with is a new understanding of what I value in life. I develop a
sense of peace and a focused vision that
is rare in this age of 140-character text
bites.
		 These improbable friends will more
than likely drift out of my life once the trip
is over, but what I take away is a fresh
understanding of self. Of my values, my
strengths, my desires.
		 Everyone on the trip apart from me
is a repeat customer. And every one of
them says, “The first trip was a once-in-alifetime trip.”
		 People who have visted the North
will tell you it’s special. They’ll say
there’s something about it; some kind of
unspeakable magic. Perhaps it’s the vastness, the emptiness, the size, the beauty,
pick your cliché, someone has said it. But
the thing is, it’s true. There is something
special up here. There are no words for
it. The North inspires awe in a way like
nowhere else.
		 As I stand on the rocky bank of the
river, casting a borrowed flyrod for the
first time in my life (minutes after a lesson), I feel a tug at the end of the line.
Reeling in through the icy torquoise water,
I see the shimmer of an arctic grayling.
She’s not big, but she’s beautiful. Holding her in my hands, her scales glitter
with colourful luminance. I set her back in
the water, her body springing into action
and taking off upstream. It is then that I
know I’ll be back.

DIY
Canoenorthadventures.com
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Mountain Life is expanding its portfolio to offer everything from business and marketing
strategy, creative development and design, interactive media, customer relationship
management (CRM), traditional and digital advertising as well as all technology extensions.

A G E N C Y
“AMAZING IMAGERY AND DESIGN WORK.”
Steph McLarty, Marketing Manager, Creemore Springs Brewery

“Great content and
compelling images.”

“PROFESSIONAL, CURRENT AND TIMELY...
A PURE JOY TO WORK WITH.”

Bryan Plumstead, Manager, Grey County Tourism

“CLEVER, EXPERIENCED.”
Jack Marley, Scenic Caves Nature Adventures, Collingwood

CONTACT: 705 441 6334
GB.MOUNTAINLIFEMAG.CA/ML-AGENCY

Margot Nicolson-Trott, Marketing Chair,
Collingwood Downtown Business Improvement Area

“I am seeing great results.”
Derick Berry, Fernie Central Reservations
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You’ll Love the Backyard.
On the sparkling shores of Georgian Bay,

Tom Lehman/Thomas McBroom-designed

you’ll find a warm, welcoming community

18-hole championship golf course, or just

like no other – Lora Bay. You’ll feel that this is

the peace and quiet of an exquisite country

life as it was meant to be lived. Relaxed when

afternoon. You’ll find all this and more at

you want it to be. Invigorating when

Lora Bay. Not just a development,

you want it to be. Social when

Lora Bay is a community

you want it to be. They

in the truest sense of

say there are only three

the word – where

things to consider when

neighbours

purchasing real estate –

get to know

location, location, location.

one another, and where social

Lora Bay offers you a prime location

activities are abound – yet simple

in the centre of a four-season playground.

relaxation is always an option. Experience

Just minutes from Ontario’s finest ski hills,

life in Lora Bay. A life of spectacular views.

there’s also boating,

Elegant, finely crafted homes. And wonderful,

fishing, swimming,

down-to-earth people who share your desire

hiking, biking, golf

for the good life. Learn more today by

on an award winning

visiting lorabay.com

LIFE IS GOOD. THIS IS BETTER.

www.lorabay.com
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Jozo's is heating up for another
summer of fantastic après activity.
After your golf round, your day of biking
or after your team's game, head to Jozo's
for a season of good times!

C

M

MONDAY
Open Mic Jam 7-10 PM
Plus! Wing & Beer Special
$22 for 16 house smoked wings
and a pitcher of Molson Canadian
or Coors Light

FRESH AND HEALTHY BY DESIGN
Culinary Designs is a reinvention of convenient food.
Here, convenient does not mean
scrimping on nutrition or taste – just
the opposite. We focus on fresh,
healthy and f lavourful ingredients,
with an emphasis on local produce
whenever possible.

Y

TUESDAY
All you can eat mussels
$12 per person with the
purchase of a beverage

CM

MY

CY

CMY

K

WEDNESDAY
Wing & Beer Special
$22 for 16 house smoked wings
and a pitcher of Molson Canadian
or Coors Light

Whether inspired by Indian, Italian, Thai or another cuisine,
we highlight our f lavours via herb accents and a focus on
organic whole foods. Whether you’re looking for a healthy
dinner to go, an appetizer, salad, pressed panini, or one of
our original dessert creations, everything is made fresh.

FRIDAY
Fish & Chip Fridays!
$12 includes a bottle
of domestic beer
All prices + taxes & gratuities. Promotions are subject to change without notice.
Cannot be used in conjunction with any other offers or discounts.

Jozo's is the best place to catch your
favourite televised sporting events.
We have the biggest screens
at Blue Mountain!
bluemountain.ca/jozos
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705-443-5508

Check out our new downtown Thornbury storefront at
47 Bruce Street on the hill. Take-out only, outdoor seating
in summer. For full-service catering for all occasions, contact
Season Leone: 705.446.7831 or email
culinarydesigns@rogers.com CulinaryDesigns.caa

LOCAL

ORIGINAL
GIFT AND
LIFESTYLE

4th Annual
TheJim Cuddy Band

www.PeaktoShoreMusicfest.com

Peak toShore

Music Fest

July 13 -15, 2012
13 MUsic acts across 9 venues
Headlining...

The Jim Cuddy Band
SATURDAY, JULY 14, 7pm
Blue Mountain Village
www.PeaktoShore.com

FREE ALL WEEKEND LONG!
www.escarpmentoutfitters.com
705-293-4000/redg@redgco.com
220 Hurontario Street, in historic Collingwood

locationsnorth.com
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MI L E S

OF GEAR

John Sallows working the wheels of sand.
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Words by Allison Kennedy Davies
Photography by Colin Field

We’ve all heard the mantra “buy local, think global.” Chances are you’ve made changes in your own life to
adopt this philosophy. Maybe you’re picking up produce at the local farmer’s market, buying beef from the
farmer a few concessions over or shopping on the main street of your town instead of the big-box store.
For this issue of Mountain Life, we go beyond local food producers and unearth outdoor gear that’s
being handcrafted right in our backyard. We set out to find builders, shapers and designers within 100
miles of Collingwood. We found a trio of unique craftsmen, all chasing their dreams, all working their butts
off, and all producing gear that any outdoor enthusiast would be proud to call their own.

John Sallows:
The Lolk Paddle Company
The veteran in our trio, we found John Sallows
carefully sanding one of the thousands of paddles
his Coldwater, Ontario shop will turn out this year.
A short walk from his front door, Sallows passes a
massive vegetable garden and a maple sap boiler
during his commute to the shop where he spends
most of his waking hours.
Now in its third generation, Sallows took over
the Lolk Paddle Company from his in-laws in 1994,
leaving behind a career in the Canadian Air Force.
The company builds paddles for several large
outfitters – including Swift and Algonquin – as well
as supplying many Temagami summer camps, boyscout groups and high school outdoor programs.
And Sallows is currently bidding on the design and
manufacture of marathon paddles for the American
National team.
“This business is entirely what I make it,” he
says, explaining his long hours during the busy
season. “The payoff for me is that I’m steps from my
house and I look out into the bush every day. If I get
too stressed out, I go for a walk in the bush or the
garden. I know the work I am putting in and I know
the people who buy Lolk paddles enjoy them and

come back time and time again. That’s enough for
me. I’ve been out in the working world and I’ve had
the ‘man’ in charge. I don’t need to do it again.”
Looking around the workshop, there are
paddles in various stages of production. Some are
stained in shades of purple, pink, green and blue.
Some have rough blades that will be finished later
by local outdoor clubs. Some – like the marathon
paddles – feature a variety of woods from cherry
to cedar and weigh in at just nine ounces. Using
a lathe Sallows cuts the paddles from blanks on
site, giving him control over both blade length and
shape. His most popular shapes are Otter Tail, Beaver Tail, Rice Lake, modified Otter Tails, and Heritage Hand Hewn (the latter similar to those used
by the voyageurs). Sallows is currently perfecting
a stand-up paddleboard paddle design which he
hopes will weigh in as light as current carbon-fibre
models.
Stacks of lumber dry outside the shop. The
distance from a standing tree to a paddle is surprisingly short at Lolk. To keep costs down and to
maintain quality, Sallows sources his own logs, then
saws and dries them on site. It’s a difference that
helps the shop thrive in a tough economy. “A lot of
the builders who are using processed lumber are
struggling,” says Sallows. “About 70 percent of our
business is cherry, which is $8 a foot milled. The
way we do it, we are paying $1.75 a foot, keeping
costs down and continuing to grow.”
“We offer high-end quality paddles and we are
good with our customers,” says Sallows, explaining that business relies largely on word of mouth
and hard work instead of a social media or web
presence. “Everything is 100 percent guaranteed.
If your paddle breaks 10 years down the road because of a defect or a stress somewhere, we’ll give
you another one.”

DIY
While Lolk is largely a wholesale provider, Sallows encourages paddlers to visit the Coldwater location
at 1730 Old Fort Road in Coldwater for a custom paddle. “We can custom fit your paddle to height,
arm length and any other requirements,” says Sallows. Alternately, Lolk Paddles are available by calling
705.534.7711 or from various outfitters across Canada. Low-end paddles range from $15 to $40 with
high-end cherry, ash and butternut paddles ranging from $70 to $125.
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Mika Jantunen:
Rootdown Creations
One look at Mika Jantunen’s cedar strip stand-up
paddleboards and you’ll immediately picture one
on your dock, strapped to your car, or maybe even
mounted above your mantle – they’re that beautiful. With the popularity of SUPs growing, Mika has
worked hard to perfect his building technique and
offer a unique product to this growing market.
A City of Toronto arborist by day, Jantunen is
passionate about shaping wooden SUPs and kiteboards and would love to transform his hobby into
a full-time job. With his workshop an even shorter
commute than John Sallows’, the dream would be
to work at home and help raise his growing family.
A former kiteboarder, Jantunen rode a Rogue
Wave board for many years, getting to know
Wasaga’s famed local shaper Lee Brittain. Brittain
has become a mentor for Mika, helping with suggestions for production and design as Rootdown
Creations grows.
Jantunen estimates each board involves about
130 hours of work. He has invested in a CNC machine that will significantly cut down on production
time, but up until now, the boards have been both a
labour of love and a learning process.
“The boards are very durable,” explains Jantunen. “They don’t get the scratches and dings
so easily that factory boards do. Like a cedar-strip
canoe, they will show any repairs, but those marks
become part of the board’s history, and you can
expect to have a board last as long as 30 years.”
Not only is durability a selling point but there’s
also something very organic about a wooden SUP,

he adds. “It’s hard to put your finger on, but there
is something very alive about these boards. I go
paddling in Elmwood whenever I can and I try to
stand up on the board in two-metre waves. There is
something about being out there at sunset with the
waves washing over the board, there is a thrumming sound the wood makes and the entire experience is priceless. It’s almost like the board is alive.
You just can’t compare it to a factory board in that
way.” The absence of a foam deck pad also adds to
this feel; the boards require wax for grip, adding to
the already surf-inspired feel.
Jantunen uses local materials as much as
possible, building mostly with eastern white cedar.
Cherry and other wood can be used to add colour
and grain to the boards, but may also add weight.
To finish the boards, Jantunen uses Entropy
Resin’s Super Sap sustainable epoxy, the first
USDA approved bio waste epoxy on the market,
made from 80 percent waste products from pulp
and paper production.
“I’d love to grow the business to the point of
making this my full time job,” says Jantunen. “If I
could work right outside my front door, it would be
a dream come true.”

DIY
Customers are encouraged to contact Jantunen through his website, rootdowncreations.com. All
orders are custom and customers can bring in their specifications and preferences to build their very own
Rootdown Creation. With kiteboards starting at $1500 and SUPs coming in at around $2600, Jantunen is
hoping to establish a reputation in the industry as a builder and a shaper.
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Alistair McCall:
AM Wood Skateboard Company
Just a short drive outside Meaford, working out of
the family farm’s garage and a modified basement
workshop, Alistair McCall is cranking out custom
longboard skateboard decks that are finding homes
from the UK to the USA, Australia and Brazil. The
Dance, the LandWorm, the MorningGlory, the Palindrome, the Sputnik and the Traction are all built
on the premises, using a series of manufacturing
processes that McCall has developed himself over
the last five years.
“After I graduated from college in computer science and spent some time on co-op placements in
the corporate world, I realized that I did not want to
be a cubicle monkey,” recounts McCall. “I had this
skill and I decided to use it. It’s been nice doing my
74 mountain life
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own thing and seeing how far I can push my abilities. There’s a lot of science behind it – well, a lot of
backyard science,” he laughs.
There are also a lot of late nights and a copious amount of coffee behind every AM Wood order.
“I am very busy,” admits McCall. “I was expecting
10 boards a month but we are up to 10 or 15 a
week at this point.” For the most part, McCall operates with the help of a local friend, who also looks
after the logistics of show travel and marketing.
While he has a few boards on display at Vertical in
Owen Sound, the majority of AM Wood’s sales are
online. He’s a regular on the longboard forums and
has an active Facebook and Twitter presence that
gives customers an inside look.

DIY
Aside from his aversion to cubicle life,
McCall draws inspiration from nearly a decade
teaching snowboarding at the now-defunct
Talisman Resort. “That experience gave me a
taste for boardsports,” recalls McCall, “Then
my college roommate had a longboard and
I tried it. It felt very fun and familiar. I came
home that summer and whipped up my first
board; it was really, really ugly but functional.
It has evolved from there.”
With business booming, McCall hopes
to become the go-to producer for skateboard
companies who don’t want to do the dirty
work, with AM Wood continuing as the showcase brand. He hopes to invest in more machinery, a larger workspace and maybe even
another set of hands. But for now, AM Wood
will continue to pump out quality longboards
right here in our Georgian Bay backyard.

Boards range from $80 to $170 and up for custom options. The
company uses premium-imported birch (but is soon making the
move to domestic birch) and Canadian maple from managed forests. Like Rootdown, AM Wood uses Super Sap by Entropy, but in
a skateboard-specific formula. Unique in the skateboard production world, AM Wood uses basalt fibre (derived from volcanic rock)
in place of carbon fibre. All boards feature Joel Tellier-designed
silk-screened graphics with custom graphics also available. AM
Wood boards have house wheels poured in California and Buck
Trucks – the burliest, most dependable trucks McCall has found.
Find out more at amwoodskateboards.com
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Lunch Dinner Martinis Cocktails Vintage Wine
Premier Dining in the Village at Blue Mountain
705.446.2643

www.copperblues.com
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32 Bruce St. S.,
thornBury • 519 599-5315
oPen 7 DAyS
•
121 MeDorA St.,
Port cArling • 705 765-1919
decorsosfashions@bmts.com
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MatoSrcenic Caves
RUNNING / HIKING SHOES REQUIRED

• 420 ft Suspension Bridge • Mini-golf
• Caves and Caverns • Family Picnic Area
• Big Rock Railroad • Gemstone Mining
• Adventure Playground • Snack Bar • Gift shop
• Fish Pond–feed the fish • Fabulous Panoramic Views
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www.sceniccaves.com 705.446-0256
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artistprofile

The Funny Farm
Multimedia artist Laura Kikauka’s home studio is an eye-warping journey into “excessive aesthetics”
Interview by Colin Field
It’s tough to concentrate at Meaford’s Funny Farm. The home and studio of Laura Kikauka
is wall-to-wall visual stimuli: beads, records and wigs of every colour hang throughout.
Christmas lights, teddy bears and mannequins cover the floor. Tie dyed sheets, plastic
dolls and costume jewelry complete the visual assault. To a neat freak with OCD, this
house looks like a day-glo episode of Hoarders. For Kikauka and husband Gordon Monahan, the house is as much a living space and studio as it is an ever-evolving installation.
For the past 25 years Kikauka’s work has spread between mediums: installation,
mixed media, electronic sculpture, drawing, photography, video, performance, the list
goes on. In her self-written bio she says her “‘excessive aesthetic’ is comparable to
urban archaeology and addresses issues of consumer culture, and the question of good
and bad taste. It also celebrates failure in a humorous and ironic manner.”
Kikauka graduated from the Ontario College of Art in 1984 and has exhibited her
work throughout North America and Europe ever since. Along with Monahan, she hosts
the annual Electric Eclectics festival, a weekend of what they call “irritainment,” that is
not to be missed.
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ML: What language did you speak?
LK: Latvian. And I still speak it. Along with post Kindergarten
German.
ML: Do you get inspiration from the countryside
LK: Constantly. I’m like the kid that turns over the rock and looks
at the ants. Which is ironic, because the outcome of my work
probably doesn’t directly reflect that. It may be in conflict with
it, but they always imitate each other. The quiet is what I like the
most. As well as being able to play my records loud.

Laura Kikauka at work in her studio. Colin Field photo

ML: So what kind of artist are you?
Laura Kikauka: A one-line answer would be “multi-media.” But to
elaborate I would include site-specific installation, mixed media,
electronic sculpture, drawing, photography, video, performance,
music, DJ, text and costume creations. Though at customs I
would only say “Visual artist.” And to friends I collaborate with
“irritainment specialist.”
ML: When did you know you wanted to be an artist?
LK: Immediately. There was no wasting time. It was not even a
choice. I thought maybe I should try some other stuff, try a job
or whatever, but, always, always.
My father was an artist too, but not just with visuals: with
writing, his style, his humour, everything was art in that way.
And my mom too, supported that. She is more of a philosopher.
I had a cave room as a kid, it had white walls and I slowly
started drawing on them. Instead of getting me in trouble, [my
parents] encouraged it. And I also think it was a language thing.
I didn’t speak English until I was three. So if I had problems
communicating, I could always draw it.

ML: Who are your influences?
LK: Many, many. Of course, first and foremost, my father. He
painted a lot. But he did multimedia as well, like collage, sculptural work, and he wrote science fiction novels in Latvian. The
buildings he built here, I call it architorture. He built everything
here singlehandedly. So that’s generally an obvious one. But
then in art school, I would say it started with Jean Tinguely, he
did all kinds of simple sculptures with motors. Then with Norman White and all kinds of electronic art. Then I met all kinds
of people by doing that line of work and travelling with it. People
like Jim Whiting and Matt Heckert, Survival Research Group
and all of that. That was the ‘80s. The other influences aren’t
people. It’s like lifestyle, art, experiences, nature. But also just
having great friends that are also great artists, it’s so amazing.
ML: How do you get ideas?
LK: For me it’s often an accident. Like one guy showed me a
photograph of Damien Hirst’s crystal skull (For the Love of God)
and he goes, “Isn’t this beautiful?” and I go, “Yeah, it is, but
first of all, he didn’t make it himself, he manufactured it.” And I
said, “I can make you one.” And I found this skull and I started
making them all jewel-covered in cheap costume jewelry, it went
on and on and on. A lot of them sold. It was a parody of course,
because Hirst’s skull was the most expensive artwork ever
produced. So I thought, I’m offering the low-budget one and I
played around with the name a bit and called it Damien’s Worst,
for the Love of Gaud and all that stuff, and he’s the kind that
would actually sue you, so I thought I better be careful…
And I thought oh, this is what I’ll do for the rest of my life,
but then I had the offer for this solo show in Toronto and then,
just goofing around last winter, I was trying some stuff and I
kind of glued this laminated poem onto a painting and then at
some point, I thought of a lyric and tried it on something else,
and then it just released this euphoric thing and now it’s still on.
300 or so later. So many lyrics, so much source material… and
it’s really fun to do.
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ML: What’s the meaning behind this new work?
LK: It’s multi-faceted. What I really love about music in general, with lyrics is how it relates to everyone, all walks of life.
Whether it’s a memory of the song, like there’s certain sentimental significance for people. That message is so great. Like
a lot of artists, I went through a lot of phases of multimedia, for
me it was poetry, I was writing poetry and then I’d think, if I can
appropriate these, why can’t I appropriate those? It’s kind of like
sampling. And it’s what you sample and where you put it that is
my challenge. Sometimes it’s personal too.
I think any artist does that – communicates something from
themselves. I don’t think there’s such a thing where you create
a piece of art that doesn’t reflect something that you’re going
through in life. Or something you’re thinking of.
And the other part of it, being a DJ (like everybody else) I
love music, love musicians, it’s a perfect combo of those worlds:
music and visual art. I hear them.
ML: How do you make a living?
LK: I have two commercial galleries that sell my work: Michael
Klein Gallery in Toronto and DNA gallery Berlin. The [Electric
Eclectics] festival is just a break-even kind of thing. But living in
the country is way cheaper than the city and also the resources
are incredible. So you can be creative without a big budget.

laurakikauka.com
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OslerBrook,
not just a GREAT Golf Course!

OslerBrook Golf and Country Club has the reputation for being one of the area’s finest golf clubs. With the deep green of the Niagara Escarpment
as a backdrop and the rich blue waters of the Georgian Bay shoreline ever present, we have some of the most breathtaking vistas in the region.

Owned and operated by its Members, for its Members, this stunning

Attractive Initiation Fees

Graham Cooke designed championship course provides an uncom-

As a new Club, we are still looking for Members and for 2012 we have

promised golf experience through its design, some of the best prac-

reduced our Initiation Fees. We offer the incomparable combination

tice facilities in Canada and its caring and professional staff.

of quality golf and competitive rates. There’s never been a better
time to join!

Our striking clubhouse is fully equipped for all of your dining and entertaining needs. Whether it is a quick snack and a beverage after golf

Trial Memberships Available

or a more refined dining experience, our patio provides a magnificent

Take the guesswork out of a golf membership and come and join

panoramic view of Georgian Bay and there is no finer place to social-

us this season. Our Trial Membership Program gives you all of the

ize and enjoy friends and family.

privileges of membership for 2012 without paying Initiation Fees.
Play OslerBrook this season, no strings attached!

Come and Play!
Experience the course, our Members play every day!
Still looking for a course to call home? New for 2012, we are offering
limited access to our Club for those serious golfers who want to play

provides your business with an opportunity to enjoy a private country

the best. Our VIP Member for a Day program lets you experience all

club experience, without the private club price tag! This program is

we have to offer, golf, cart and boxed lunch at one low price. Come

perfect for those businesses that want to entertain their best customers

for the day, you may stay for a lifetime!

or reward their loyal staff with a game of golf.

Corporate Associate Program

For details on all Membership Information please visit our website:

When you only want the best for your customers!

www.oslerbrook.com or call Linda Morra - Membership Services Man-

Back by popular demand, our “Corporate Associate Program”

ager at (705) 444-5588 Ext. 113

promotion

local

picks
Muskoka Summer Weiss
Seasonally brewed in limited quantities, unfiltered and naturally hazy
by design – the perfect balance of wheat, barley and subtle hopping. Available at The Beer Store and LCBO.
Mike, Muskoka Brewery l muskokabrewery.com
Victorinox Spartan
Hardwood handle gives this classic a vintage feel, in celebration of a
timeless tool that is so handy for all your summer fun and activities.
10 implements, 100+ uses.
Leslie and Scott, Evolution for Men, Thornbury
evolutionformen.ca l 519.599.5013
Rudsak sandals
One of Canada’s leading leather fashion brands, Rudsak’s signature
look is sleek, minimalist city–inspired. For those who appreciate a
high-scaled look with an innovative edge.
Cathy & Alessia, DeCorso’s Fashions, Thornbury 519.599.5315
Fidoodle DIY Kits
These original DIY kits are part toy, part art object. All Fidoodle
materials are built from salvaged wood, organic cotton and industrial
wool felt. Choose from Creature Kit or Car Kit.
Samantha, Evolve Toy Store, 25 Sykes St., Meaford
evolvetoystore.ca l 519.538.5600
BluWave Paddleboards
An all-round SUP designed in a classic longboard shape and style
for flatwater cruising, day trips, and wave riding. Also available for
rent at various Ontario locations.
Aaron, BluWave Paddleboards
bluwave.cax l 1.866.404.3155
Keen Waimea H2 sandal
Patented toe protection lets you go from beach to rocky shore with
ease. Hydrophobic mesh lining provides water resistance and microbe shield fights odor. EVA footbed adds enduring comfort.
Heather, Keen Canada
keenfootwear.com/ca/en l 1.866.853.6322
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FITNESS IN THORNBURY

‘Be Fit Two the Core’
twothecore.ca
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Rudy Project sunglasses with FreeForm TEK Rx
Rudy Project offers the ultimate in design, engineering and performance. The revolutionary FreeForm TEK Rx is the world-leading
sports lens.
Betty, Envy Eyewear, Village at Blue l envyeyewear.com
705.445.3168 l direct Toronto line 416.238.2743
Striped Lab Beach Bag
This cotton canvas tote will carry your towel, water bottle, a good
book and a lot more for the beach. Includes zipped inner pocket.
Chantel, Hatley Scoops, Village at Blue Mountain
hatleystore.com l 705.444.0707
Icebreaker Tech T Lite Roadtrip
This odor-resistant everyday shirt thrives on road trips. Ideal in
warm to hot temperatures, it breathes and regulates moisture better
than any cotton tee.
Kent, Icebreaker Canada
icebreaker.com l 1.778.328.7873
Freebord
Whether you’re hitting the steeps or tearing up the park, the freebord gives you more control and flex. It combines the virtues of a
skateboard with a snowboard, with extra centre wheels allowing for
more styles of riding.
Jesse, Icarus Skate & Snow, Orangeville
icarusskateandsnow.com l 519.938.8985
Naish Nalu SUP
Longboards are easy to ride and offer all-around performance in a
wide range of conditions. The Nalu series is for first-time paddlers,
flatwater cruisers and longboard-style waveriders.
Steve, Board Sports, Village at Blue Mountain
bluesales@boardsports.ca l 705.445.7100
MEC Reactor 2.5 Sleeping Pad
Lighter and more compact thanks to a tapered shape, you won’t
find better value anywhere. The thinnest and coolest of the Reactor
series, this pad is for three-season travellers wanting minimum
weight and bulk.
Mark, Mountain Equipment Co-op
mec.ca l 1.888.847.0770
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Holy Crow Beads
Bead kits for all levels, loom-weaving with beads, bead supplies,
classes available. Studio just a 20 minute drive from Thornbury.
July and August hours: Monday–Friday, 1-5 and Saturday 10-5.
Beverley, Holy Crow Beads
holycrowbeads.com l 519.599.5697
Mountain Mama Baja swimwear
The Baja Swimwear separates – Boy Short, Tankini and Bikini – are
inspired by aquatic women who know that pregnancy and water go
together and asked for something cute and functional.
Aubrey, Mountain Mama l mountain-mama.com
Scott Foil 15
This aero HMF carbon-fibre bike is faster and more efficient in all
road conditions and brings Shimano’s Ultegra Di2 electronic shifting to the people. Ride the future now, without the premium price.
Jack, Little Ed’s Collingwood
littleeds.com l 705.444.5488
Garmin Edge 500
This GPS cycle computer tracks elevation, speed, distance, ride
time, cadence, and even heart rate in a compact package. Once
home, you can upload your ride to track your performance.
Kris, Kamikaze, Collingwood
kamikazebikes.com l 705.446.1234
Teva Gnarkosi
Designed in collaboration with pro wakeskaters, the Drain Frame™
perforations in the toe and heel drain water like a sieve. And the
Spider Original rubber is grippy enough for the best wakeskaters to
do their thing.
Lara, Teva Canada l tevaonline.ca l 1.800.367.8382
Salomon XR Mission
Light, flexible, unbelievably comfortable, the XR Mission is the newest member of Salomon’s award-winning XR family of door-to-trail
running shoes.
Francis, Salomon Canada l salomon.com/caus
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Nova Craft Prospector Canoe
Made with Royalex Lite, this versatile boat weighs in at 69 lbs.,
making it an ideal all-purpose boat for Ontario paddling. It can
handle rough water, whitewater, and tracks well on flatwater.
Roch, Nova Craft Canoes, London
novacraft.com l 866.882.2663
Pelican i1015
Designed for iPhone, iPhone 4, iPod touch, and Blackberry. Water
resistant, crushproof, and dust proof. External jack allows full use
of microphone and volume commands. Built-in cable manager holds
earphones and cables.
Kiersten, Pelican Cases l pelican.ca
Tuuci Umbrellas
The culmination of durable engineering, stylish profile and functional shade design. Manufactured to meet marine specifications.
John, Squire John’s Craigleith
squirejohns.com l 705.445.1130
Truss Chair
Inspired for home in both modern and traditional spaces, this midcentury styled chair features a solid oak frame with an interlocking
truss base and finger joint detailing. Available in a variety of fabrics.
Fran, Macdonald’s Countrywide Furniture & Appliances, Meaford
l macdonaldsfurniture.com l 519.538.1620
Green Toys™ School Bus
Made from 100% recycled plastic milk containers, this sturdy bus is
ready to be loaded up for an earth-friendly ride to the classroom. No
BPA, PVC or phthalates.
Jeff, Minds Alive Collingwood
mindsalive.ca l 705.445.6222
Felt Creations Play Set
Locomotive-themed felt board with beautifully rendered artwork and
detailed felt pieces. Kids can reposition the felt pieces for a different
adventure every time.
Suzanne, Craigleith Heritage Depot, corner of Hwy 26 East and
Grey Road 19
thebluemountains.ca l 705.444.2601
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Tyler Skrinek at Dagmar. Marc Landry photo
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Paul Scriver at Sauble Falls. Willy Waterton photo
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TO PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESS IN OUR NEW SECTION, CALL
Simone at 705 888 1959

marketplace

Nestled in a beautiful old barn, The
Market offers local and organic fruit
and greens, baking, ice cream,
meat, cheese, yogurt, and an array
of healthful groceries and supplies.
We support local farmers, gardeners,
canners, bakers, cheesemakers,
apiarists and more! Working together,
we will provide you with nutritious,
great tasting food while also doing
our bit to help our community thrive.

Website themarketmeaford.com
Phone Number 519 538 1522
Location 121 Highway #26, 6k west
of Thornbury, outside of Meaford.
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Sheffield Park
Black History &
Cultural Museum

Elephant Thoughts is a children’s
education charity and is synonymous
with fun and exciting hands-on education programs. We work in schools
and at special events locally, across
Canada on First Nations and Inuit
reserves and in the developing world
in India, Nepal and Tanzania. Come
play with snakes, turtles and lemurs
and buy super cool educational
toys in our new Explore Store in
Collingwood!

Website elephantthoughts.com
Phone Number 705 444 2012
Location after July 1: 10138 Hwy 26,
across from Hyundai.

On the Rocks offers rock climbing
adventures and courses taught by
PCGI certified rock guides. Rock
climbing is a fun and safe way to enjoy the beautiful Niagara escarpment
with your friends and family. Rock
climbing courses for all ages and
abilities. Custom courses available.

Website ontherocksclimbing.com
Email info@ontherocksclimbing.com
Phone Number 705 888 TRAD (8723)

Walk the history and journey of early
Black settlers, fugitives and freed,
to this area at Sheffield Park Black
History and Cultural Museum, founded by the late Howard Sheffield.
Tour seven buildings featuring
African beginnings, original slave
shackles, underground railroad quilt,
great Lakes, pioneer life and black
memorabilia doll house.

Holy Crow Beads is a bead shop, a
gallery of bead work and a studio.
Nestled in the country, we sell beads
and beadwork, teach beading,
and do commissions. Voted one of
America’s favourite bead shops in
2006, the Crow is renowned for its
artistic excellence and over the top
friendly service.

Website sheffieldparkblackhistorymuseum.ca
Phone Number 519 599 6226
Location 241 Clark Street, Clarksburg
ON

Website holycrowbeads.com
Email info@holycrowbeads.com
Phone Number 519 599 5697
Location R.R.#1 Clarksburg, ON

Our food is fabulous and beautifully
presented. We aim to satisfy your
love of sushi, teriyaki or tempura
and help you learn a few things
about chop stick etiquette. Check
out our extensive and reasonably
priced menu. Lunch offers popular
Bento Box combinations as well as a
large range of different types of sushi.
Whether you dine in or take out you
will certainly not leave a Hungry Sumo!

At Mantra Yoga Studio, we believe
that yoga is for everyone and our
schedule reflects our philosophy.
Our classes range from Gentle Flow
to Power Yoga and in between!
Don’t miss our therapeutic restorative classes - a soothing, healing
experience for everyone.
Classes are drop-in; check the
schedule on-line and join our welcoming yoga community.

Website thehungrysumo.com
Phone Number 705 293 1037
Location 188 First Street,
Collingwood, ON

Website mantrayogastudio.ca
Email info@mantrayogastudio.ca
Phone Number 705 351 8700
Location 33 Bruce Street South,
Thornbury ON

We offer a variety of Outdoor activities for people of all ages.
Rock climbing and caving at
Metcalfe rock. Canoeing and
kayaking on both the Beaver and
Nottawasaga Rivers. Sea kayaking
out on Georgian Bay and a super fun
Kids Camp.

The Craigleith Heritage Depot, a circa
1878 railway station, houses exhibits
featuring the history of The Blue Mountains spanning back 445 million years
ago. The exhibits take you through time
beginning at the Ordovician period,
past the Ice Age, into New France and
the Petun period, past the early settlers and into the railway age and the
onset of our ski and apple industries.
“The Depot” also houses a gift shop
and tourism area offering historical
mementoes and information on other
local areas of interest.

Website evolvetoystore.ca
Phone Number 519 538 5600
Location 25 Sykes St. N., Unit 2
Meaford, ON

Website freespirit-tours.com
Phone Number 705 444 3622
519 599 2268
Location Heathcote & Wasaga Beach

Website thebluemountains.ca
Phone Number 705 444 2601
Location 113 Lakeshore Rd. E.
Blue Mountains

Calypso Design draws inspiration
from nature. We combine strategy,
design and digital expertise to create
communications that connect your
audiences. Our work crosses disciplines, drawing on the diverse skills of
our team and a network of talent. It
is the magazine in your hand… or it
could be defining or repositioning your
brand, implementing an identity or
devising a new campaign. But whatever it is, we’ll make sure it’s original,
engaging and highly effective.

Website calypsodesign.ca
Email calypsodesign@mac.com
Phone Number 604 966 7156

T

S

An eco-hearted shop with great
brands such as Cate & Levi, Green
Toys, Plan Toys, Padraig Slippers,
fidoodle, Clementine Art, Piggy
Paints and also support Canadianmade as much as possible! We
believe that the only power kids need
is the power of imagination - we are
a battery-free store!

BL

Blue Yoga is a collective of certified
yoga teachers committed to delivering a variety of yoga styles throughout Collingwood, Thornbury and the
surrounding area. We offer several
weekly drop-in classes, as well as
private and semi-private classes,
and group and corporate retreats.
Please see www.blueyoga.ca for more
information.

Phone Number 705 441 5355
Website blueyoga.ca

UE

MOUNTAIN

GO

KA

R

With a strong vision and experience
in the carnival industry, Andrew Homeniuk and his family are looking
forward to turning Blue Mountain Go
Karts into the best family destination
in Collingwood and the surrounding
areas. Largest Permit Roller Coaster
north of Canada’s Wonderland.
With all of the recent improvements
including the addition of a 100ft fun
slide and Kiddie Carnival rides, Blue
Mountain Go Karts is turning into
the place to be.

Website bluemountaingokarts.ca
Phone Number 705 445 2419
Location On the Corner of Hwy 26
and Fairgrounds Road.
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Mishipeshu with serpents, circa 1982. JACK MORGAN
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Paw Prints in the Sand
By Ned Morgan
In the middle of the windblown channel,
my father’s paddle breaks in two. We
brought no extra, so I hand him mine. All
I can do is watch the frenzied cross-chop
of Missinaibi Lake engulfing our Grumman
aluminum canoe. I’m 12 years old.
A few minutes before, all was tranquil
on the north side of the lake. While the
canoe bobbed, my father took a few shaky
photos of the Fairy Point pictographs, one
of the better-preserved sites in Ontario.
Named by early European visitors for First
Nations legends of its “fairies” or resident
spirits, the Point is a sheer hundred-foot
granite cliff the pre-contact Ojibwa used
as an art gallery and sacred site. Several
of the pale red pictographs are easily identifiable as canoes and moose, but other
mythical figures are open to interpretation;
doubtless they had symbolic significance
to the shamans who either presided over
the site or painted the figures themselves.
One figure is probably Mishipeshu,
a horned, amphibious lynx-like demigod said to inhabit dangerous or deep
waterways, controlling the currents and
waves and sometimes pulling unfortunate
canoeists under.
At the confluence of two long, narrow
arms or bays, the water off the Point is
known for cross-chop, strong currents
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and unknown depth. Writer and artist
Selwyn Dewdney, who studied and recorded the pictographs here and at many
other Ontario sites in the 1950s and ‘60s,
wrote that he heard reports of a moose
being “sucked under” into the depths off
the Point, as well as many human drownings. Over the years, the drownings have
persisted, along with chilling rumours that
bodies are never found.
Clearly, the crossing from Fairy Point is
a bad place to capsize. My father cuts the
water with the heaviest strokes he can muster with my juvenile paddle. We don’t talk;
he just paddles. The wind is blowing east to
west, gathering momentum along the 30-kilometre length of Barclay Bay and pushing
us into South Bay where, luckily for us,
Reva Island lies mid-channel. As the heavily
treed, compact island comes into view, it’s
clear we have no choice but to land.
As we approach, the island seems
pleasant enough: we spot a pine-shaded
campsite just above a long beach of pinkish sand strewn with driftwood. Peering
down at the sun-flecked lake bottom, I feel
thankful to be safe in the shallows. Our
relief is short-lived, for we see bear prints
all over the beach.
We had cheated Mishipeshu and
avoided disaster in troubled waters, ending
up with an island all to ourselves – normally we’d be remarking on our good luck.

Instead, the paw prints put us on edge.
We’re in the middle of the Chapleau
Crown Game Preserve – 2,000,000 wild
acres of ursine stomping ground. I curb
my usual urge to explore. As the wind
finally dies and the sun begins to sink, I
cautiously gather driftwood.
My father rigs a rope pulley up a tall
red pine to string up our food pack. That
night, I hardly sleep. For what feels like
hours, I lie awake waiting for an enraged
bear to rip the tent-nylon into shreds. When
I close my eyes, images of a vengeful
Mishipeshu dart around my mind. For hours
I listen for monsters but hear nothing – not
even the rustle of a leaf or splash of the
lake or the chirp of a cricket. The world just
stops. Years later I learn the Ojibwa used
the island as a burial ground, hanging their
deceased loved ones on the pines.
In the morning a windless bright day
greets us and as we paddle tight to the
shore of Barclay Bay, fears of Mishipeshu
and bears seem to sink down into the Fairy
Point depths, never to resurface.
Recalling our perilous crossing and
my long night on Reva Island, I realize I
learned something from that youthful and
raw experience. The statistical risk of a
canoe trip pales next to an everyday activity such as driving a car. Unlike reality TV,
video games, paintball, or a waterpark, a
canoe trip is direct, unmanipulated and
uncontained experience. The forest, the
rock, the water and the wildlife are not
there for our entertainment. When the wind
blows or you see paw prints in the sand,
it’s happening now, and you may not be
ready for it. No matter how much you plan,
or how advanced your gear is, something
always surprises, unsettles, and enlightens
you out there.

We asked three canoeists to share
some of their youthful experiences in the
wilderness. Check gb.mountainlifemag.ca
for the interviews and photos.

Ryder Hesjedal

CONGRATULATIONS RYDER HESJEDAL
Cervélo R5 - ridden by Ryder Hesjedal, Winner of the Giro
d’Italia 2012. Available at Squire John’s.

THE ULTIMATE LIGHTWEIGHT FRAME
The R5 VWD is one of the lightest frames in the world.
Its impressive test scores are achieved because
Cervélo maintains stiffness and strength standards
for even its lightest frames.

Established 1969

HWY 26, West of Collingwood 705.445.1130 www.squirejohns.com
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it’s a
NATURAL
HIGH
and we mean high.

Climb, zip and swing your way
through 75 exhilarating aerial
challenges suspended up to
50 feet in the air.

Experience it here.

BlueMountain.ca
705-445-0231

